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ABSTRACT.
This thesis explores the possibility of an algebraic formulation 
of non-relativistic quantum theory in which certain paradoxes 
associated with non-locality may be resolved.
It is shown that the localisation of a free quantum mechanical 
wave function at large time coincides approximately with the 
localisation of an ensemble of classical particles having the same 
momentum range. This result is used to give a formal definition of 
spatially separating states and spatially separating particles.
We then study certain C*-algebras on which expectation values 
converge in an infinite time limit. By considering such algebras 
which contain local observables it is possible to introduce states at 
infinity as limits of states described by wave functions. In such a 
state at infinity there is zero probability of a position measurement 
finding the system in any bounded region in configuration space.
It is shown that a C*-algebra exists on which any coherent 
superposition of spatially separating states will converge in an 
infinite time limit to a mixture of disjoint states. This allows us 
to obtain an asymptotic resolution of de Broglie's paradox and the 
Einstein, Podolsy and Rosen paradox.
These results are obtained for the simplest types of quantum 
systems i.e. a one particle system without spin having configuration 
space fR.'*' and a system consisting of two such particles which may be 
distinguished from each other.
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0. INTRODUCTION.
The problem of nonlocality in quantum mechanics has attracted 
much attention over the years. This thesis contains a discussion of 
this problem within the C*-algebra approach to quantum mechanics. The 
possibility of an algebraic formulation of quantum mechanics which 
incorporates nonlocality only over small distances and which is 
separable at large distances is investigated. Our results are applied 
to tackle the de Broglie paradox and the Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen 
paradox for spinless particles.
Chapter I contains some short reviews of the relevant background 
material emphasising those aspects which will appear in the main body 
of the work.
In chapter II we show that the localisation of a free wave 
function at large times coincides approximately with the localisation 
of a classical particle having the same momentum range. This result 
is then extended to scattering states when the system is no longer 
free. A precise definition of spatially separating states and 
spatially separating systems is then formulated.
Chapter III begins with a study of the C*~algebra generated by 
the local observables defined by Wan and Jackson (1983) in a preprint 
entitled "On the Localization of Observables in Quantum Mechanics I: 
Bounded Observables". We then introduce the notion of an asymptotic 
algebra in which certain expectation values converge in time. It is 
shown that there are nontrivial examples of such algebras and the 
properties of certain asymptotic algebras containing local observables 
are investigated.
In chapter IV the results of chapters II and III are combined in 
a discussion of spatially separating states as states on a particular 
operator algebra. The notions of states and observables at infinity 
are introduced and it is shown that a superposition of two coherent 
spatially separating states can evolve asymptotically into a mixture 
of disjoint states. This enables us to effectively tackle the 
quantum-mechanical paradoxes associated with nonlocality.
In chapter V we introduce a generalisation of the local 
observables of chapter III. We define localisation with respect to a 
general spectral measure and then study the properties of our local 
observables and the algebra they generate. This chapter concludes 
with a discussion of the lattice structure of the projections in the 
algebra of generalised local observables.
..Aï
Section 6 contains a shorter and neater proof of results 
contained in papers by Wan and myself (Physics Letters 94A (1983) 198, 
95A (1983) 76), Two papers (also by Wan and myself) entitled 
"Asymptotic Operator Algebras in Quantum Mechanics" and "Observables 
of Asymptotically Vanishing Correlations, States at Infinity and 
Quantum Separability" which are based on some of the contents of 
sections 8,9 and 10 have recently been accepted for publication by 
Journal of Physics A.
A reference of the form (m.n) refers to section m, subsection n 
while one of the form (An) refers to section n in the appendix.
We conclude this section with a brief summary of notation and 
terminology.
The symbols G , c: and — denote the set theoretic relations of
inclusion, proper inclusion and relative complement respectively. The 
symbols fb , C and IN denote respectively the real and complex numbers
and the set (1,2,3,....... }. If S is a set then Zs will denote
the characteristic function of S defined by{ o
A subset of will be called an interval if it is a Cartesian
product of intervals of the real line.
If R and S are subsets of a vector space V then R + S will
denote the set {zeV : z = x + y for some xéR and some yeS } and 
if a is a scalar then we shall write aS to denote the set 
{zeV : z = ax for some xeS }. A non-empty subset of a vector space
will be called a linear manifold if it contains all linear
combinations of its elements. A closed linear manifold in a Hilbert 
Space will be called a subspace.
The domain and range of a linear operator A will be denoted by 
dom(A) and ran(A) respectively. A self-adjoint operator in a
Hilbert space ^  is a densely defined operator which is equal to its 
adjoint. The set of all bounded linear operators on will be
denoted by An element of IB( )^ (or more generally of any
C*-algebra) will be called Hermitian if it is equal to its adjoint.
If M is a projection on some Hilbert space then will denote the
orthogonal complement of M. If X is an element of a C*-algebra 
then we denote by X<9^ X and <CX the sets {AeM: A = XBX
for some B e ^  } and {A^/M: A = aX for some aeC} respectively. The
(multiplicative) identity in a G*-algebra will be denoted by I.
CHAPTER I 
REVIEW OF BACKGROUND MATERIAL.
1. Hilbert Space Quantum Mechanics.
22. Quantum Mechanics in L (IR"').
3. Quantum Mechanics and Non-locality.
4. Algebraic Quantum Mechanics.
5. Geometric Scattering Theory.
1. HILBERT SPACE QUANTUM MECHANICS.
In an axiomatic formulation of quantum mechanics it is usually 
assumed that the states and observables of a physical system can be 
described by suitable mathematical objects. In this section we review 
the Hilbert space formulation of elementary (non-relativistic) quantum 
theory from an axiomatic viewpoint. In this approach the mathematical 
objects are Hilbert space operators and the relationship with the 
basic physical concepts is given by the following axiom,
(1.1) States and Observables.
To each quantum mechanical system there corresponds a Hilbert 
space. If is the Hilbert space describing such a system then the 
observables are in one-to-one correspondence with the (not necessarily 
bounded) self-adjoint operators in H  . The states are in one-to-one 
correspondence with the density operators (i.e. positive trace class 
operators having unit trace) on ^  .
We also have an axiom which allows the theory to make predictions,
(1.2) The Probabilistic Interpretation.
If A is a self-adjoint operator in ^  and E^ is the spectral 
measure of A then for each Borel set S of iR the number 
Tr(WE^(S)) represents the probability that a measurement of the 
observable represented by A will give a value in S when the system
is in the state represented by the density operator W.
For such an A and W a probability measure p^ ^ may be 
defined on the Borel sets of fk by the formula 
p^ ^(S) = Tr(WE^(S)). If A is bounded then the expectation
value of A in the state W is defined to be 
JxdpA ^(x) = Tr(WA).
To describe the time evolution of the system it will be useful to 
introduce the notion of an evolution group. An evolution group in a 
Hilbert space ^ is defined to be a continuous homomorphism from the 
group fR. to the group of unitary operators on Ml where the latter is 
equipped with the strong operator topology. We shall confine our 
attention to the "Schrodinger picture" in which the states change in 
time.
(1.3) Time Evolution.
The time evolution of the system is represented by an evolution
group in the appropriate Hilbert space . If the initial state is
given by a density operator W then the state at time t is given by
*the density operator U^WU^ where U is the evolution group.
A state is said to be pure if the corresponding density operator 
W is a one-dimensional projection . In this case any unit vector
f in the range of W is called a state vector of the system. For
such a state we have
Tr(WE^(S)) = ||E^ (S)f{|^  and Tr(WA) = <flAf>,
where E^ is the spectral measure of the self-adjoint operator A.
A state which is not pure is called mixed. If Ü is an evolution 
group then by Stone's theorem there is a unique self-adjoint operator 
H (called the Hamiltonian of the system) such that = exp(Ht/ih) 
for all tsIR. Here h is a positive real number representing Planck's 
constant.
An initial pure state described by a state vector f will remain 
pure at any later time t and will have state vector U^f. When f 
is in the domain of the Hamiltonian H then U^f is given by 
Schrodinger's equation
^  (U^f) = H(U^f).
The interaction of a quantum mechanics system with a measuring 
instrument cannot in general be characterised by an evolution group in 
the Hilbert space associated with the system. For certain 
measurements (often called measurements of the first kind) which give
the same outcome upon immediate repetition the change of state is
described by von Neumann's projection postulate or its generalisation 
the Liidders rule.
Throughout this work we shall use the term "measurement" to mean 
a measurement where the change of state obeys one of these rules. 
Other types of measurement will not be considered.
(1.4) The Projection Postulate.
Let B be an observable with a pure point spectrum whose 
eigenvalues all have multiplicity one. If a measurement of B gives 
an eigenvalue b then the state after measurement is an eigenvector
of B corresponding to the eigenvalue b.
■#
(1.5) The Liidders Rule for Observables with Pure Point Spectra.
Let B be an observable with a pure point spectrum and let 
(rel) be the projections on to the eigenspaces of B. If the system 
is initially in the state W and a measurement of B results in the 
eigenvalue corresponding to E^ then the state W'' immediately after 
the measurement is given by
E,.W Er
Tr(EpW ■
In particular when W is pure the initial state vector f and final 
state vector are related by f' = .
To generalise the Liidders rule to an arbitrary observable note 
that since any isolated point of a self-adjoint operator is an 
eigenvalue (Weidmann (1980) p202) it follows that any point in the 
continuous spectrum will have a neighbourhood lying in the continuous 
spectrum. Thus a point in the continuous spectrum cannot be 
distinguished from nearby points by a measuring device whose "pointer" 
has a finite width. So in general a measurement will only restrict 
the value of an observable to a small interval. The change of state 
during such a measurement is given by the following version of the 
Ludders rule.
(1.6) The Ludders Rule.
If a measurement of an observable A restricts the value of A 
to a Borel set R and the system was initially in the state W then 
the final state is given by
W = EA(R)Wg^(R) 
Tf(E*(R)WE»(R))
where E^ is the spectral measure of A.
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The final axiom gives a rule for combining two distinct systems.
(1.7) Combined Systems.
If two individual systems are described by Hilbert spaces and 
then the Hilbert space of the combined system is the tensor 
product ®  of and Operators of the form A®I where A
is a Hermitian operator in represent bounded observables of the 
first system and those of the form I®B where B is a Hermitian 
operator in represent bounded observables of the second system.
(1.8) General References.
The Hilbert Space formulation of Quantum Mechanics: 
von Neumann(1955), Jordan(1969), Prugove6ki(1981), 
Gudder(1979), Packel(1974).
The Projection Postulate and the Liidders Rule: 
von Neumann(1955) [chapter III, section 3], Ludders(1951), 
Furry(1966), Jauch(1968) [chapter 11, section 3], Bub(1979a), 
Bub(1979b).
Combined Systems:
Jauch(1968) [chapter 11, sections 7,6], Bub(1974).
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22. QUANTUM MECHANICS IN L (%").
For a quantum mechanical particle with configuration space 
the appropriate Hilbert space may be realised as for a particle
without spin. It will be convenient to define the position and 
momentum observables as spectral measures on the Borel sets of IR"" 
rather than as self-adjoint operators in (for example this is a
special case of the definition of observable given in Piron (1976)),
(2.1) The position spectral measure in is defined for
all Borel sets S in by
E.(S)f =
If ^ is a Borel function then we can define an operator
M(<a) in by
%(&) = Jn dE^ .
Then is the multiplication operator induced by u i.e.
~ (f € : uf e
for all fedom(^<®>).
If u is real valued then u(Q) is self-adjoint and if uei®('R”) then 
u(Q) e . We denote by lT(Q) the set (u(Q) : ueL(R*)}. L°(Q)
is a von Neumann algebra and f(Q)'^  = lT(Q).
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(2.2) The Fourier transform in is the operator F
defined for f e o by
(Ff)(y) = (^ 7r'K)“"'^ ®'J-F(«)exp(-£xyA) d:c (Vyg /%")
and extended by continuity to L^ {n'^ ). Here "k is a positive real number 
representing Planck's constant. The parity operator ^ in Cf'R'*) is 
defined by
(ff)(%) = f(-x) (Vf GiW)) (Vcc€%'").
2 4 2F and ^ are both unitary and F =(P so F ~ P  =1.
(2.3) The momentum spectral measure in LHiZ"*) is defined
for all Borel sets S in by
^(5) = F-'Ea(5)/r.
where E^ and F are the position spectral measure and Fourier 
transform defined above. Now for each measurable function 
ui — > (C we can define an operator u(P) by
zc(P) = fr"'u(<S)F = J u d S p  
and since F is unitary u(P) is self-adjoint whenever u is 
real-valued and u(P) é IB(l7(fR”)) whenever We denote by L(P)
the set of all operators of the form u(P) where u€L®CiR''). It follows 
that L(P) is a von Neumann algebra and L(F)' = L(P).
(2.4) For each density operator W the mapping
5 )---> Tr(NV£<a(s>) is a probability measure on the Borel sets of
and we interpret Tr(wE«(s)) as the probability that a position 
measurement when the state is W will find the particle in S. 
Similarly (WEp(R)) represents the probability that a momentum
measurement gives a value in R.
..
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(2.5) We may now define self-adjoint operators and in
by taking %c(x) sz and letting = jzt.c/£^  and
p“‘= judFp . The free particle Hamiltonian in for a
particle of mass m is defined by Ho = ^  P^ where m is a 
positive real constant. Since H@ is self-adjoint the formula 
Ut = exp(-itH /% ) (t6 (R.) defines an evolution group U which will 
be called the free particle evolution group in for a particle
of mass m.
(2.6) The combined system consisting of two distinguishable 
particles each with configuration space has Hilbert space
( in'*-) (2» There is a unique unitary operator
^  : LXlR") such that
(-TL f<s>^ )(x,y) =  ^(x)y(y) ( V f, g 6 LV/R*»)) ( e /R)  .
-O. will be called the natural unitary operator between these 
spaces. If Fn. denotes the Fourier transform in for each
n then J\(FnOF^)jx' = .
For a system of two non-identical particles each with 
configuration space we may therefore identify the Hilbert space of 
the combined system with , and regard f®^ as the element of
this space defined by
(• f® 9 )(« .y )  =  9(x)y(y) (Voc ,y€Æ” )
whenever f, g e li*’(ni'‘) , Similarly if A,B e B (L* (fR*’-)) we identify
/A® B with the operator defined on "simple tensors" by
= ( (Af)W) ( (Bg)(y) )
and extended to
For a fixed n we shall often denote the position and momentum
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spectral measures in by £«? and Ep (respectively) and those
in by Eg»* and £p»p (respectively). The position of
the first particle is described by the spectral measure Eg®i
defined on the Borel sets of by
~ Eq ('S)(2>X “ Fa®© ( R") j
i.e. (W(Eg®i(s))) is the probability that a measurement of the
position of the first particle will find it localised in S when the
combined system is in the state W. The position of the second
particle is described by the spectral measure defined on the
Borel sets of R"' by
(^ ) - I ® Eg|(5) = .
Similarly the spectral measures and £x<g>p describing the
momenta of the first and second particles are given by
= E,(S)®X .
Ei®p(s) = I®e>(s) = (IRVS)
(respectively) where S is a Borel set in .
Finally a free evolution group U in is defined by
Ut = e>'p( îife-P’) ®
where m, and are positive real numbers representing the masses of 
the individual particles. We have Ut = exp(tH/ik ) where the 
self-adjoint operator H is the closure of the operator
—i-P*'®! + -in L'^(fR*’'), H is given in terms of the momentum
spectral measure in by H = judEpn^p where
u' — > R is defined by
^  ^ ' ^
( S'j din Ê R ) .
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(2.7) An evolution group U in will be called a free
evolution group if either U is the free evolution group of a
particle of mass m for some m (2.5) or if (when n is even) U is 
the free evolution group of a system of two particles as 
defined above. If U is a free particle evolution group in Ffni") 
then the parity operator commutes with Ut for every t f A.
(2.8) General References.
Amrein (1981), Amrein, Jauch and Sinha (1977), Jauch (1968), 
von Neumann (1955), Prugovecki (1981).
(2.9) Notes.
For a definition of the integral of a measurable function with 
respect to a spectral measure see Rudin (1973) (pp 341-345); the 
special case of a bounded function is covered in Halmos (1957) (pp 
60-61). The assertion that u(Q) is a multiplication operator is 
easily proved (e.g. apply exercise 6.7 in chapter III of Prugovecki 
(1981)). For a proof that is a von Neumann algebra with
see Dixmier (1969) (pllB). A definition of the 
Fourier transform which involves Planck's constant may be found in 
Prugovecki (1981) (pp 218-9). The relation <P = F*- follows from 
Weidmann (1980) (pp 291-292).
For further details of the natural unitary operator -O. see Reed 
and Simon (1972) (pp 49-53). The relation between ~n. and the Fourier 
transforms follows immediately from Fubini's theorem. The relation
•j
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£^(5 )®X = is easily proved and Ep(s)®z = Ep^pisKiR'^) now
follows from the connection between -CX. and the Fourier transforms. 
The formula for the generator of the two particle evolution group 
comes from Weidmann (1980) (p267) and to prove H = Fourier
transform everything to get a simple equality between multiplication 
operators. The Fourier transform may also be used to show that the 
parity operator P  commutes with a free evolution group (since is 
invariant under the Fourier transform). Details of the connection 
between Fourier transforms, multiplication and differential operators 
may be found in Weidmann (1980) (p299) or Amrein(1981) (pp42-43).
17
3. QUANTUM MECHANICS AND NON-LOCALITY.
This section contains a brief outline of two quantum mechanical 
paradoxes which involve the idea of "spatial separation". These 
paradoxes arise by assuming that the formal structure of quantum 
mechanics outlined in section 1 is compatible with the following 
assertion which we shall call Einstein locality.
(3.1) Einstein Locality. If two systems which have interacted in 
the past are now arbitrarily distant then anything done to one system 
does not affect the other in any way.
(Seller! and Tarozzi (1981) p7).
(3.2) We first discuss the "Einstein Podolsky and Rosen
paradox". The simplified version described here is essentially the
same as that given in Jauch(1968).
Assume that two particles are spatially separating and that they 
cease to interact when sufficiently far apart. Suppose also that when 
they are far apart the state vector of the combined system is
where f^ and g^ are orthogonal unit vectors in the Hilbert space of
the first system , f2 and g^ are orthogonal unit vectors in the
2 2Hilbert space of the second system and a,b«C with |al + lb| = 1,
a ^ 0 f b. Let A be a hermitian operator on the Hilbert space of the
first system having f^ and g^ as eigenvectors corresponding to
18
distinct eigenvalues. A measurement of the observable A of the first 
system is regarded as a measurement of A®I on the composite system 
and (by the measurement theory outlined in section 1 ) when the initial 
state is h a measurement of A®I will cause the state to change to 
either ®1®®2 * Hence after the measurement the state
vector of the second system is f^ or g^.
Assuming Einstein locality no change in the state of the second 
system can take place as a result of the measurement performed on the 
first; and hence the second system must have been in one of the states 
f^ or g^ before the measurement. It now follows that the
combined system was in one of the states f f g or 8 j^ ®82 before the
measurement. Now the initial state h as given was pure and we have
deduced that the state before the measurement took place was mixed 
thus arriving at a paradox.
(3.3) The other problem concerning separation we shall summarize 
is "de Broglie^s paradox". (Seller! and Tarozzi (1981) pp3-6). A box 
containing a quantum mechanical particle is divided into two parts in 
such a way that a non-zero part of the particle's wave function lies 
in each half of the box. These two parts are now separated by moving 
the boxes far away from each other.
This situation may be described by assuming that the state vector
of the system is a superposition f = f^  + fg where f^ and f^
are essentially localised in disjoint distant regions. A measurement 
is now performed in one of these regions to determine if the particle 
is located there or not. Once the outcome of this measurement is 
known the probability of the particle being localised in the other 
region must be zero or one. But since the two regions are far apart a
19
measurement performed in one can have no effect on the wave function 
in the other and it follows that the particle must have been localised 
in one of the regions before the measurement was performed. This is 
only possible if the initial state is a mixture of f^ and f^ which 
conflicts with the fact that f^ + f^ is pure and we have another 
paradox.
(3.4) To sum up we regard the crux of the matter as the conflict 
between the usual assumption that a linear combination f + g of 
state vectors represents a pure state and the requirement from 
Einstein locality that such a combination should be a mixed state when 
the constituent parts of the system described by f and g are far 
apart.
Note that whether or not h represents a pure or mixed state is 
not simply a matter of interpretation. This is related to the set of 
all observables of the system. More precisely if for each vector h 
in the Hilbert space of the system we denote by the projection 
onto the subspace spanned by h then for any two unit vectors f and g 
the density operators ^(f+g)/jx ^^f give different
expectation values for some hermitian operator A.
These paradoxes have motivated our study of sets of observables 
and our proposed solution will be found in chapter IV.
20
(3.5) General References.
Einstein Podolsky and Rosen (1935), de Broglie (1959), 
Jauch (1968) (ppl85-7). Jammer (1974) (chapter 6), 
Selleri and Tarozzi (1981).
21
4. ALGEBRAIC QUANTUM MECHANICS.
In this section we give a brief review of the C*-algebra 
formulation of quantum mechanics. It will be assumed throughout this 
work that the reader is familiar with the basic theory of C* and 
von Neumann algebras (e.g. states and representations, the canonical 
cyclic representation associated with a state, the strong, strong* and 
weak topologies on B(^), normal states on B(^)). All undefined terms 
appearing in this section may be found in Bratteli and Robinson 
(1979).
The C*-algebra approach to quantum theory developed from 
algebraic formulations due to Jordan, von Neumann and Wigner and to 
Segal. In the past two decades many applications to statistical 
mechanics and quantum field theory have been discovered. We shall 
begin with a brief summary of the physical interpretation and then 
discuss coherent and disjoint states.
(4.1) In the algebraic formulation of quantum mechanics it is 
usually assumed that the bounded observables of the system may be 
described by the Hermitian elements of some C*-algebra and that the 
states of the system are represented by states on the algebra. If «54 
is the G*-algebra associated with such a system and if A i s  
Hermitian then for each state co on J4, w(A) is interpreted as the 
expectation value of the observable represented by A in the state
22
represented by co . The time evolution of the system is described by a 
homomorphism (K :(R— >aut(-54 ) from the group of real numbers to the 
group aut(M ) of all ^-automorphisms of . This homomorphism co is 
usually assumed to be continuous in a suitable topology on . If co
is the initial state of the system then the state co* at time t is 
given by = co (A) ) for all
The algebraic approach may be used to describe a wide variety of 
physical systems e.g. quantum systems, classical systems and also 
quantum systems with superselection rules (see Primas and 
Muller-Herold (1978) section 3.9).
To obtain the basic Hilbert space formulation outlined in section 
1, /\?A is taken to be the C*-algebra of all bounded operators on
the Hilbert space ^  describing the system and the states are 
identified with the normal states on . The time evolution is 
described by defining oc by = U*AUt for all and all
IR. where U is the evolution group of the system.
Since this formulation also encompasses classical mechanics we do 
not expect to be able to form a superposition of any two states on an 
arbitrary C*-algebra .
(4.2) Definition. Two representations and Xx of a G*-algebra 
are said to be disjoint if whenever r, is a non-zero subrepresentation 
of K, and Ti is a non-zero subrepresentation of Tlx then and Tx are 
not unitarily equivalent. Two states on a G*-algebra are called 
disjoint if their canonical cyclic representations are disjoint. Two
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pure states are said to be coherent if their (necessarily irreducible) 
canonical cyclic representations are unitarily equivalent .
A state CO on a C*-algebra M  will be called a mixed state if it 
is not a pure state. If co = aco,-j-bcox where and coi are states 
on and a,be cc with 0 a, b £ 1 and a + b ~ l  then we shall
say that co is a mixture of co, and co^  ,
Disjointness can also be characterised by the "cross-terms" in 
suitable representations of the algebra.
(4.3) Lemma. Let co, and o^ z be states on a C*~algebra M  , then
6), and coz are disjoint if and only if for every representation
(ac,x) of 4^ in which there are vectors f,gc<J? with
CO, (A) = <fl%(A)f> and cOa.(A) = <gl%(A)g>
for all A6^ then we have <f I it (A)g> = 0.
(Proof: This is lemma 1 in Hepp(1972)).
(4.4) When two states co, and cox on a C*-algebra M  are 
disjoint it follows from this lemma that in every representation 
in which both co, and co^  are vector states with corresponding vectors
f and g , we have
CO - |a(^CO, + /bl^COx
where co is the state defined by
co(A) = ^ (d'f+bg) I TT(A) (a-f+bj)^  (V A € /P4)
where cl and b are non-zero complex numbers with I . Hence
physically the state co obtained by forming the superposition af+bj
is equivalent to the mixture la.i^ co,-h i.e. these states give the
same expectation values for all observables.
4#
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(4.5) Suppose CO, and are coherent pure states on a C*~algebra
M  and let (46, , %, ) and (4Ci,Trz) be the canonical cyclic representations
associated with co, and cox respectively. Then there are vectors
and g€#a with
CO, (A) = <f|7C,(A)f> and c*^ (A) = <gfi^(A)g>
for all A^ rt54. Also there is a unitary operator U:4€a.— >w, with
U /^r,(A)U = 7t^ (A) for all A<^U Now
(A) = <Ug 17C, (A)Ug>
for all A f s o  the states o, and «x can be described by vectors in
the same Hilbert space . To form a state co representing the
superposition of co, and coi let a and b be non-zero complex numbers 
2 2with lal +lb/ = 1. Define a state co on by
co(A) = <(af+bg)|7T, (A)(af+bg)>, AC/iM.
Since (46, , r, ) is irreducible it is easily verified that co is pure.
2 2Note that when o, # co,. the state lal co, + /bl cox represents a 
mixture (that it is not pure follows immediately from the algebraic 
definition of a pure state).
When rM is the C*-algebra of all bounded operators on some 
Hilbert space then the usual notions of pure and mixed states coincide 
with those of the algebraic formulation provided we restrict our 
attention to normal states. In this case the density operator W in 
the Hilbert space ^  becomes identified with the state co on (BfiK)
defined by co (A) = Tr(WA) for all A e ajA .
(4.6) General References.
Bratteli and Robinson (1979), Emch (1972a), Gudder (1979),
Guenin (1967), Roberts and Roepstorff(1969).
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(4.7) Notes.
For a discussion of disjoint and coherent states see Hepp (1972) and 
Roberts and Roepstorff (1969). For a proof that the canonical cyclic 
representation associated with a pure state is irreducible see 
Bratteli and Robinson (1979) (p57). The result contained in (A5) may 
be used to show that the given definition of a superposition does 
indeed give a pure state.
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5. GEOMETRIC SCATTERING THEORY.
In this section we present a review of some ideas from scattering 
theory which will be useful later. The geometric approach in which 
scattering states are related to the configuration space and evolution 
group of the system will be adopted. Throughout this section l} will 
denote the Hilbert space for some fixed n and £'0, and will
be the position and momentum spectral measures in All evolution
groups will be defined in iX#").
(5.1) A scattering state of a physical system may be regarded as 
one which "propagates to infinity" as time increases i.e. the 
probability of a position measurement finding the system in some fixed 
bounded region of configuration space should be small for large time. 
Let V be the evolution group of a particle described by the Hilbert 
space L . Then l/£'<9(R)VfF I is the probability of a position
measurement at time t finding the particle in R where f is the 
unit vector representing the initial state. Hence such an f 
corresponds to a scattering state if (I — ^ O as 6 — > .
A similar concept may be introduced for particles which "come from 
infinity".
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(5.2) Definition. Let V be an evolution group in An
element f of <L^  will be called a positive scattering state of V
if I = O for all bounded Borel sets R. Similarly an
element f of L*^ will be called a negative scattering state of V
if l(£'fi,(R)Vtf I = o  for all bounded Borel sets R.
(5.3) The set of all positive scattering states of an evolution 
group V is a closed subspace of I?" which is invariant under each of 
the operators Vt (feiR). A similar property also holds for the set 
of all negative scattering states of V. (For a proof see Amrein 
(1981) pl29.)
(5.4) Definition. In general we shall only consider evolution 
groups whose positive and negative scattering states coincide. In 
this case we talk of scattering states of V and denote the projection 
onto the subspace of all scattering states by E*XV).
(5.5) Example Let U be an evolution group such that eC(P)
for every -teiJi, Then each f € is both a positive and a negative
scattering state of U. So for such a U we have Ej^ (U) =1. In
particular these results hold for a free particle evolution group
(For a proof see Amrein (1981) pl32.)
The wave operators associated with a pair of evolution groups 
will now be defined. Physically V represents the time evolution of 
the system with interaction and U the free evolution.
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(5.6) Definition. Let U and V be evolution groups then the
wave operators W± are defined by
whenever these limits exist. These operators are said to be complete 
if the range of each is equal to the set of all scattering states of 
V.
This definition of completeness coincides with "asymptotic
completeness in the geometric sense" as defined in Amrein (1981).
Other definitions of completeness frequently require that the ranges 
of W+ and W_ are equal to the continuous subspace of the
Hamiltonian of the system. These definitions coincide for a large 
class of potentials in L^. (See (5.9).) We now summarise the main 
properties of the wave operators.
(5.7) Theorem. Let V and U be evolution groups and assume 
that the wave operators
Vfu*E„(u) 
both exist and are complete, then
[1] Each of the operators W+ and W_ is a partial isometry 
having initial domain equal to the set of all scattering 
states of Ü and final domain equal to the set of all 
scattering states of V}
[2] W r  =
[3] WÎ W± = f««(U)  ^ W ^W ?  = E,^(V) j
[4] (The Intertwining Relations)
VfcW± = , Ui,W± = W? Vt (tf#).
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Proof. [IJ» [2] and [4] follow from propositions 4,1, 4.2 and 
4.3 of Amrein, Jauch and Sinha (1977). Note that these authors take 
the set of scattering states of a self-adjoint operator H to be a 
subspace which is invariant under each of the operators exp(-itH) so 
by (5.3) their results are applicable to this situation. [3] is a
standard property of partial isometries (e.g. Weidmann (1980) p85). I
(5.8) The physical interpretation of the existence of the wave 
operators is that the actual evolution (with respect to the evolution 
group V) of a scattering state can be approximated by the free
evolution (with respect to U) of some other state. More precisely
each scattering state f of V belongs to the final domain of W+.
and hence to the initial domain of W^ so W+f is a scattering state 
of U. This implies E*(U)W*f = W^f so
I) V*f - U tW f) i|  = J tL  II Vtf - Ut £«,(U) II
' l|f-Vru,E^(u)w;*f|)
~ II P ” w+ w+ f  II
II f -
= o .
Hence for large t the evolution of the scattering state f of V
can be approximated by the free evolution of the scattering state
•K ^W+f of U. The scattering state W,f of U gives a similar
approximation for large negative time,
II Vtf - UtCwj'f)!! O.
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The following result shows that the wave operators exist and are 
complete for many Hamiltonians in .
(5.9) Let V be a function from ffi”' to /R- such that for all
V(oc) =  (  I + |3C| ) “  ^( M + Va(x)}
where V, <s L” (fR'^) , Vx 6 and p and q are integers with p » 2 ,
P » n/2 and q>0. Let v(Q) be the multiplication operator on L*"
defined by the function v, then the operator H ~ H<,+ v(Q) is
self-adjoint where Ho is a free particle Hamiltonian (2.5). Let
Vt = exp (tA/A'A) j Ut = exp 
then the wave operators \N± = exist and are complete.
Moreover the set of all scattering states of V coincides with the
continuous subspace of H (this is defined to be the orthogonal
complement of the subspace generated by the eigenvectors of H).
(For a proof see Amrein (1981) pl76.)
(5.10) General References.
Textbooks; Amrein (1981), Amrein, Jauch and Sinha (1977)
Putnam (1967) chapter V, Weidmann (1980) chapter 11. 
Review Article: Enss (1981).
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CHAPTER II 
ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES OF STATE VECTORS
6. Asymptotic Localisation of States.
7. Spatial Separation.
1
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6. ASYMPTOTIC LOCALISATION OF STATES.
It is well known that a wave function of a free quantum 
mechanical system spreads with time and that the support of such a 
function can change instantaneously from a bounded to an unbounded 
set. For a precise discussion of these properties we refer the reader 
to Hegerfeldt and Ruijsennars (1980). In this section it will be 
shown that despite these difficulties it is possible to introduce an 
approximate localisation of certain wave functions. This notion will 
then be used to define spatially separating states and spatially 
separating systems.
In classical mechanics if a free particle with configuration 
space fR" is initially situated at the origin and has momentum in some 
set S then at time t the position of the particle will lie in the set 
tS = {tx: xdS}. If the initial velocity is not known precisely then 
in general the "length" of the set tS in which the particle is 
predicted to lie will spread. More generally the probability that the 
particle lies in the set tS at time t is equal to the probability 
that its velocity belongs to the set S. We now show that the 
probability of a measurement finding a quantum particle in the set 
tS at time t, converges as t to the probability that the wave
function has "velocity" in the set S.
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Throughout this section will denote the Hilbert space 
for some fixed n, and and Ep will denote the position and
momentum spectral measures in this space.The velocity of a quantum 
mechanical particle of mass m may be defined in terms of the
spectral measure S'—^Ep(mS) on the Borel sets of /R,*’ . We shall
interpret j|Ep(mS)f as the probability that a measurement will find 
the velocity of the particle in S when f is the unit vector
describing the state. If this probability is equal to unity then we
shall say the velocity of the particle lies in S.
(6.1) Theorem. Let U be the free particle evolution group of
a particle of mass m. Then for all Borel sets S and all elements 
f of L%
l|£a(ts)Utf I - ll£,(«S)f I .
Proof. For t4 o let be the operator defined by
for all fG if" and all xilfC, Also let
exp ( F
where F is the Fourier transform in ll" and
attr) = « P  (--fgp) .
Then by a result of Dollard (A3.4)
Ut = cT 8xp (
and I Wff -cZf H = o for all f e
Now let S be a Borel set and let then s x p i s  unitary
and commutes with every H(s(s) so from the definition of cj ,
I E<,(S)d;;, Cjf I = I £«(S) a(i) e x p ( ^ Q ^ )  Ff j|
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— 1 E«(S) F f I
Il F-'£c,(S)Ff II 
Il £p(S)f II ,
" fNow and
I l|H«(S)ût/^ Utf 1 - Il Ep(S)f I I 
I II (5) De/», Vf fil -  il F ^ ( S ) Ù t M  C / f  II I 
s IU,(S)Dt,-(u,-C/)f I
^ Il Utf - c/f I
—> o ( t ±o>)
by the result from (A3.4) quoted above. Hence
ll^c>CS)OirMU,^H = //Fp(5)f||.
But
I F« (S) De/,„ Ut f I ^ I & I doc
= I (-tx/w) I (Vff)(%) 1 ^ cioc
- I ^  a ( & 5 ) Uf f l| ^
and since S and f are arbitrary we may replace S by mS and
deduce
tï'lco II II = |£p(rriS)f l l .  «
(6.2) We now discuss the physical interpretation of this result 
for a free particle whose initial state is described by a unit vector 
f in . Here I E@(t5) f I ^  is the probability that a position
measurement at time t will find the particle in the subset tS of 
configuration space IR.*^ . We shall call - t J i + c o  II f  1^ the
probability that the particle is localised in tS for large time. 
Also I £f> (fn.s) f 11^ is the probability that a velocity measurement at
t = 0 (or indeed at any time since IIEp(ms)f j|^ = l( (ws) f l| ^ ) will
give a value in S. Hence the system is localised in tS for large
time if and only if its velocity lies in the set S.
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In Wan and McLean (1983a,b) an element f of L is said to be 
asymptotically localisable in tS if S is an interval in with
= I •
A similar result is obtained if the particle is approximately 
free at large time. By assuming the existence of suitable wave 
operators the actual state of the system can be approximated by a 
freely evolving state and the following theorem is obtained.
(6.3) Theorem. Let V be an evolution group in L^ and assume that 
the wave operators
both exist and are complete. Then for all Borel sets S and all 
scattering states f of V,
Ve f )j = II £p {>» S) V,--P-Ij
II f I = I Wj. I .
Proof. Recall that the adjoint of is given by 
and that w/w+ = x  .
Let f be a scattering state of V then f = £c('J)f and since is
unitary and commutes with £),(m5) we have 
I Ep(mS)Vef I = I £p(>«S)Vt£«(v) f I
- It Ep(m6)u;"Vt£^(v)f I 
—> I £p(mS)W^'f I
By the last theorem I Ep(mS) ( I =• I £a(AS)(w+f ) I
and to simplify this limit observe that
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H Ea(tS )V tf  -  £iîAs)UtW+ f  I < I! V t f  - Ü t W f f  !
= Wf-V*Utwff
Il f - W+W^f I 
Il f “ £»(v) f It 
o .
This now establishes that
Finally since VJ+ is a partial isometry with initial domain we
have I! £j>(tviS) f l( = I V4+Hp (m5) w^f II,
This proves the result for t-»+# . The proof of the other case is
identical except for an obvious change of sign. I
(6.4) If II£p(nr}s; Vfrf I then the probability of a
velocity measurement giving a value in S is close to 1 for large 
time. In this case we may say that the velocity of the particle after 
scattering lies in S. Note also that the actual state Vtf can be 
approximated for large t by a state in which the velocity
actually lies in the set S. Hence we shall say that the system is 
localised in tS for large time if and only if the velocity after
scattering lies in S.
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7. SPATIAL SEPARATION.
The results of the last section show that the existence of a 
suitable wave operator enables us to regard a scattering state as
approximately localised in some region tS for large values of time
t where the set S is determined by the velocity (or momentum) of 
the particle. We shall now use this asymptotic localisation to define 
spatially separating states and spatially separating systems.
Intuitively two states are spatially separating if they are
localised in disjoint regions for all sufficiently large time. In
quantum mechanics we shall say that two normalised wave functions are 
spatially separating if the probability that they can be localised in 
disjoint regions is close to 1 for large time.
(7.1) Definition. Let V be an evolution group in We
shall say that two scattering states f and g of V are spatially
separating with respect to V if there are disjoint Borel sets R
and S in with
1 = Ilf I j
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(The name asymptotically separable states was used in papers by 
Wan and McLean (1983a,b,d) to denote what we have called spatially 
separating states). We have some immediate corollaries to the results 
of the last section.
(7.2) Corollary. Let U be the free particle evolution group
in for a particle of mass m. Let V be another evolution
group in such that the wave operator
vfue
exists and is complete. If f and g are scattering states of V
then these are equivalent
[1] f and g are spatially separating with respect to V;
[2] there are disjoint Borel sets R and S with
ll£p(wR)v^ .f IJ = Ilf II and IjEpMs) ^ | = iijH •
[3] there are disjoint Borel sets R and S with
£p(m,R)\iW^ f = W+ f and £p(mS)W^^ = ♦
[4] W%f and W^g are spatially separating with respect to U .
Proo£. This follows from the definition (7.1) of spatial
separation and (6.3). *
(7.3) Corollary. Two elements f and g of are
spatially separating with respect to the free particle evolution group 
of a particle of mass m if and only if there are disjoint Borel sets 
R and S with
£p('n-F.)f = f and =. ^
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Proof. Take V = Ü in the last corollary then = I = W^. 9
Hence we may say that the two states f and g are spatially 
separating (with respect to a free particle evolution group) if and 
only if they correspond to disjoint momentum values (or to disjoint 
velocity values).
We may regard two particles each with configuration space as 
spatially separating if the individual particles can be approximately 
localised in disjoint regions for large time. Before giving a formal 
definition we show that the results of the last section may be 
extended to describe the localisation of the individual particles 
making up a two particle system.
First we introduce the notation which will be used for the 
remainder of this section.
We shall investigate a two particle system where the first 
particle has mass m, and the second has mass • We may assume 
.rn, ^  and that the particles are therefore distinguishable. For 
i = 1,2, u" will denote the free particle evolution group in 
for a particle of mass rrii . Then the free evolution group U in 
describing the combined system is given by
Ut - Ut ® U* (Vt e /%) .
Eq and Ep will denote the position and momentum spectral
measures in and and the position and momentum spectral
measures in . We introduce the spectral measures Fsjoi > >
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and £x®/» as defined in (2.6) to describe the positions and 
momenta of the individual systems.
(7.4) Theorem. For all fei^ (/R^ '*) and all Borel sets S in
= II £nj.('^,s)f II 
and I II = II (w.s) f II.
Proof. We prove the result for Q<2»z and t-^r« only since the 
other cases follow from an identical argument.
Let fe£'(iR^’') and let { '  >*■ e/Ai} be an orthonormal basis for 
lJ(iR") , Then for some sequence in we have
f = Z  .
Note that the set
{ ( Ep A e IN ]
is orthogonal and that for every the following set is also
orthogonal:
{ (Ea(ts)u;g^) ® (UtEf) ; lAg ^  .
Now using (6.1) we have
lUfeilniSïf//"■ = I r  11’'
I Z (  Ep 3f) ® S.f I
- Z  I Ep(w,S)^f II
Ï 4 : .  l/£«(ts)W5pir 
£  II (£a(tS)U.'5.)« u/ep i r
= I I ir
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= 6%.. Il Z  (E„(ts)®i)Ut I 
=  tü". ) i i r ,
To justify interchanging the order of the limit and summation in 
the above argument note that for each é e /R-
I E^(ts) UÎ (!“■ < = W 3» # W
and also that %  ~ so by the Weierstrass M-test
(Apostol (1974) p223) ^  llEaU^) Ui 11^  converges uniformly (on
R  ) and the result of (Al) may be applied. I
(7.5) Theorem. Let V be an evolution group in and
assume that the wave operators
V*Uf
both exist and are complete. Then for all Borel sets S in and all 
scattering states f of V
(t5) Vt f  j| = I! k  5) Ve f  #
= I ^ p(g>z ('^ 1^ ) f I
~ I EfxSi (w)(S) f I .
These equalities remain valid when gaz, paj: and m/ are replaced by
z a p  and w*. respectively.
Proof. Since is unitary and commutes with
(m,5 ) = £p(m,s)®x and also with £j;®p('^ aS) = Z ®  the proof
of this result follows from (7.4) by using an identical argument to 
that employed in the proof of (6.3). *
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(7.6) Definition. Let V be an evolution group in and
let f be a scattering state of V. Then we shall say that the 
individual systems are spatially separating (with respect to V ) in 
the state f if there are disjoint Borel sets R and S in with
i f l c  1 (tR)Vtf II = I lf II = II ( t S )  Vtf II .
We have some direct corollaries to the last two theorems;
(7.7) Corollary. Let f e then the systems are spatially
separating (with respect to the free evolution group U ) in the state 
f if and only if there are disjoint Borel sets R and S in iR'* with
( Kn,R) f = f ~ f ,
Proof. This follows immediately from (7.4) and (7.6). I
Hence we may say that two particles are spatially separating if 
and only if they have disjoint velocity values in the state f.
(7.8) Corollary. Let f be a scattering state of an evolution 
group V in and assume that the wave operator
exists and is complete. Then these are equivalent,
[1] the systems are spatially separating (with respect to V ) 
in the state f;
[2] there are disjoint Borel sets R and. S with
f ï ; »  II = /If/I = llE;œ.(">«s)v.f II J
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[3] there are disjoint Borel sets R and S with
Bp(S)x R ) VV+f = ^x&P ( S) VV+."f j
[4] the systems are spatially separating (with respect to U ) 
in the state W+f.
Proof. This follows immediately from (7.5) and (7.6).
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CHAPTER III. ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES OF OBSERVABLES,
8 . A C*-algebra Generated by Local Observables.
9. Asymptotic Operator Algebras.
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8 . A G*-ALGEBRA GENERATED BY LOCAL OBSERVABLES.
In this section we study a "quasi-local" algebra of operators 
associated with a quantum system. This algebra has a similar
mathematical structure to the C*-algebras of quasi-local observables 
introduced in quantum field theory by Haag and Kastler (1964) and 
arises in a similar manner by considering the nature of local 
measurements. In recent years this algebraic approach has been 
applied to tackle quantim mechanical measurement problems (Repp
(1972), Emch (1972b), Whitten-Wolfe and Emch (1976)). The essential 
difference in our approach is that the algebras are constructed to
describe a single non-relativistic quantum particle.
Throughout this section L^ will denote the Hilbert space 
L^( )  for some fixed n and E q and Ep will be the usual 
position and momentum spectral measures in this space.
Hermitian operators of the form Eq(S)AEq(S) where A & and
S is a bounded Borel set will be called local observables. Such
operators will be interpreted as bounded observables which can be 
measured by an apparatus of "size S". For a discussion of the 
physical motivation behind this idea the reader may consult Wan and 
Jackson (1983) and Wan, McKenna and Jackson (1983). We shall discuss 
some mathenatical properties of the C*-algebra generated by these 
observ ables.
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(8.1) Definition. For each Borel set S in define by
/$A(5) - {A€B(l>) : A ~ £ci(S) X E<a(S) Fot- 5<rme X€ },
We also define to be the set of all operators A in BCr) with
A = Ea(S)XE&(S) for some bounded Borel set S and some X € B(L^) .
The closure of /\s4j. in the operator norm will be denoted by .
(8.2) Lemma. Let S be a Borel set then ^  (S) is a
C*-subalgebra of IB(L^ ) and A & if and only if
A = E*(S)AE*(S).
Proof. It is easily verified that oS4(S) is a *-sub algebra of 
. I f  A = E@(5)AEo(6 ) then clearly M{S) and conversely if
A = £«(5)X£a('£) for some X 6 fiBCi.^) then
E«l(S) A E@(5) = £«(S) ( E»(5)X Eq(5)) Eq ($)
- E^(5)XE@(5)
= A
Finally ,M(5) is closed since if Ak^  is a sequence in aH(5) converging 
to A€ B(t’) then A>^ = Ea(S)Ecj(S) for every y- and
II A -  Ea(S)AEa(5)ll = ^  I I -  E . (s )A ,E a(s ) | |  = o
SO A £ g
(8.3) Lemma. Let A a B(L^) and let Sr- be an increasing
sequence of Borel sets converging to . Then Eg(Sp)AEQ(Sr)
converges strongly to A.
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Proof. Since E q  ^ is a spectral measure the sequence
Ea(Sf) converges strongly to the identity operator I and the result 
now follows from a multiplicative property of strong convergence 
(Weidmann (1980) pSO). ■
In particular (8.3) implies that the expectation value of an 
observable A in any normal state can be approximated by the 
expectation value of some local observable Eq(S)AEo(S) where S is 
bounded.
(8.4) Corollary. Let co be a normal state on IB (L®*) and let 
A ^  B (L^) . Then for every £> o there is a bounded Borel set S
in with
}co(A) -  co(£aiS)AEaiS)) | < 6  .
Proof. Let Sf- be an open ball of radius centred at the
origin in then by the lemma £<»($*■)A converges strongly to
A. Hence (e.g. Bratteli and Robinson (1979) p67)
E<a(S».)A Ea^ Srw) converges to A in the or-strong topology and 
therefore in the cr-weak topology. The result now follows from the 
fact that a normal state is cr -weakly continuous (Bratteli and 
Robinson (1979) p67). *
(8.5) Theorem. is a proper *-subalgebra of B(L"). Also 
/vsAj. is irreducible and the von Neumann algebra it generates is
B(L*1 .
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Proof. Let A,Be then there are bounded Borel sets R.
and S with A = A Eo(R.) and Ê» = £«(5) B £<5 (5) , Now R u S  is
bounded and
A+B “ Eej(RyS) (A + E>) £<a(RuS)^
AB = Eq(Rü5) ( A E<4(R)Ha(S)B) Ea(RüS),
It is now clear that nMi is a *—sub algebra of . If
B t h e n  X =  £q(R) I = E q IR.) for some bounded Borel set
8- which gives a contradiction, so <^u is a proper *rsubalgebra.
Since a von Neumann algebra is closed in the strong topology it
follows from (8.3) that IB(L^ ) is the von Neumann algebra generated by
. Now so
= ©(!=■)' = <C%
and is therefore irreducible. ^
It is easily verified that the C*-algebra has a quasi-local
structure in the following sense,
(8 .6 ) Theorem. For every bounded Borel set S, /\s4(S) is a 
G*-algebra with identity and the union of these algebras is norm dense 
in . If R and S are bounded Borel sets then
[1] if R S S  then ^(R) s .^(S),
[2] if R and S are disjoint then [A,B] = 0 for all 
A « ^ ( R )  and all Be aM(S).
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Proof. /v54(s) is a C*-algebra by (8.2) and £@(5) is an
identity for $^4(5), The union is norm dense in by definition of
A  (8.1).
If R S 5 then E«(R)A£<3(R) = £<a(s)Ea{R)A£«(Æ)£dî(S) for all
A  e ©(t*7 so />54(/1) s asM s),
If R and S are disjoint then E(l^)Ei^) ~ o  so
£(R)A £/R)£(s; B £{S) = O = £(s; 8 Ê A
for all A, 6  6 IB(t®^ ) . Hence [A,B] = 0 for all A e as4(R) and all
B e /g4(s) . •
For a definition of a quasi-local algebra see Bratteli and
Robinson (1979) or Hepp (1972). Our next theorem gives some useful
conditions for deciding if a given operator belongs to Mi. .
(8.7) Theorem. Let A 6 IB (L^ ) then these are equivalent
[1] A e A  ;
[2] there is a sequence R>* of bounded Borel sets in IR"*
such that E^ (R^ )AEci(R|<. ) converges to A in the operator
norm ;
[3] for every increasing sequence Sr of open balls converging
to the sequence E(jj( )AE<j( Sp.) converges to A in the
operator norm.
Proof. We let E denote the spectral measure E& i
Ithroughout. 4J([1] =4>[2]) Suppose A€ aA l then there is a sequence Ar in g 
M l converging in the operator norm to A and for each y e/V , 4
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Af- = E(R^ ) for some bounded Borel set 8  ^. Now
I £(Rf) A £(Ri»-) - A 1
< 11 EIRa) A E I R i~) -  £ { R f ) A ^ E [ R ^ )  || ^ /I Aa -  A II
< 2 II A A “ A 1/
-> C3 (»*•->• w)
SO [ 2 ]  h o ld s .
h
( [ 2 ]  = >  [3]) A ssum e [ 2 ]  h o ld s  and d e f i n e  B>k ~  8 y  th e n  
i s  an  i n c r e a s i n g  s e q u e n c e  o f  b o u n d e d  B o r e l  s e t s  and f t ^  S. f o r
e a c h  ,  L e t  b e  an  i n c r e a s i n g  s e q u e n c e  o f  o p e n  b a l l s
c o n v e r g in g  to  th e n  we c a n  e x t r a c t  a  s t r i c t l y  i n c r e a s i n g
s u b s e q u e n c e  5^.^ (k e J N ) s u c h  t h a t
Bk; S  5 ^ ^  f o r  e v e r y  k  €  /M ^
Now so £ (S A fe )£ (8 te ) = £ ( 8 ^ )  g i v i n g
II £(5Afe) A £ (S A h ) -  A II 
^  It ^ (S a i,) A £(SAfe) -  £(SAfe) E (8te) A £ (R j^ )e (S a /î)  II 
+- II E { R k ) A B i R ^ )  -  A II
^ 2 1 E(Rh)A£(Rk) -All .
Hence a subsequence of E (5^)A E(Sy^ ) converges to A • To show that 
the sequence itself converges to A observe that for 6 r similar 
inequalities to the above give
II ECSk^)A £ (S .- )  -  A II 6 Z  11 £ (S aa) A  £ {S a* )  -  A li
i  4  II £ (8 fe )A  £(Rfe) -  A  II 
and t h i s  i m p l i e s  £ (s * .)  A £ (s *^ ) c o n v e r g e s  to  A .
Finally [3] ^  [1] is obvious from the definition of . I
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It is easily shown that property [3] in (8.7) also holds when
the sequence of open balls is replaced by any sequence Sy^ having the
property that there is an increasing sequence of open balls
converging to with Rt- s Sy for each So in particular we
may take Sy. to be a sequence of closed balls or a sequence of 
bounded intervals i n T h e  following example shows that [31 need not 
hold for an arbitrary sequence converging to .
(8 .8 ) Example. Define Rr- and S by
Ry. = { 2c€]R'^  ; l/t’ ^ Ixi 6 y- ] u {oj ( ^€ W)
S = [ ffi’' • l%l i l }
Then £«(S) e M l and is an increasing sequence converging to
but £(sj(S)£6i^ 8a) does not converge in the operator norm.
To prove this note that for each r g /A/
H<,(8A>£a(S)£<a(R^) = £<z(SnR^)
= i/y < f#l :s i } )
Now this is a decreasing sequence of projections whose terms are all 
distinct and hence does not converge in the operator norm. (If /A 
and N  are projections with M < /V then is a non-zero
projection so I /v - (I = I . This implies that a monotone sequence 
of projections converges in the operator norm if and only if it is 
eventually constant.)
(8.9) Theorem. M l is a proper C*-subalgebra of IB (L^  ) which 
does not contain the identity operator. M l contains all compact 
operators and M l ^ M l •
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Proof. Let ^  denote the spectral measure .
Let Sy. denote an open ball of radius f" centred at the origin
in /R.*' . If X e  M u  then by (8.7) £(5^) — > x  in the operator 
norm which gives a contradiction since the sequence is not eventually 
constant (c.f. the remark at the end of (8 .8 )). Hence X  4 M u  .
Let f be a unit vector in and let be the projection
onto the sub space spanned by f . We begin by showing that 
Pf e M l . Define Py. E by
P^  3 “  E(S^) f / ^ ) > £ ( S i » - ) f  € IN )
then Pf ~ £(Sf) Pf E(Sif) and
iip.-pfil = )ip.g-Pf5ii
-  //5« = i I) 1 g ^ E(5r)f - <Pl5>-f f|
^ -f |g>Ef5r)f I + !)<f lg>(£(s.)f
<  II E ( 5 f ) f  -  f  II It E(5,L)f II f  II E (Sf) f- -  f  II
O  ( IVl —>  <30 )
since E(S,.) — > %  strongly. It follows that M u  contains all
one-dimensional projections and hence all finite-dimensional 
projections. Now by the spectral theorem for compact operators 
(Weidmann (1980) pl6 6 ) contains all compact Hermitian operators.
To complete the proof that contains all compact operators observe
that an arbitrary compact operator is of the form A + iB where A 
and B are compact and Hermitian.
Finally we show that # M l * Let 4 é be given by
f(jc) = exp (-3C^ ) (-3C6/R'*-) ,
Then by the above we have e • If Pf ^ M l then there is a 
bounded Borel set S with Pf = E(s)Pp£(s). Let 3 - ^ /r"-s "P then
g € and £(6 ) £(s) g ~ O.
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But FV q = f = J L iiil f # O ^ I f I ^  1 f I *
SO pf ^ Eis)pf£(&) giving a contradiction. Hence
Pf € />sAl. ~ M u  so aA u ^  aA  U m ®
We conclude this section with a discussion of the time evolution
of local observables. In particular we show that if A 6 aPIl then
u^AUt need not belong to M u  where U is a free particle
evolution group in It follows that the usual time evolution of
a free particle cannot be described by a group of *-automorphisms of 
M u .
(8.10) Theorem. Let U be an evolution group in L*” then 
<u*f = o
for all A € A u  , all f s /.*■ and all scattering states g of U .
Proof. If A € Aü4i. then A ~ A £a(s) for some bounded
Borel set S and since g is a scattering state of U
l<u.tflAU+5 >l ^ /(filHAUtg/l
‘ = I lf  II llEatCs)A £ ^ ( S ) U t 3  II
^ Ilf II IIAII I I  £ c i ( s ) U t  g  II
O (t -> oo ) ^
Now suppose A € asAu then th e re  is  a sequence Ay^  converging to A
in  the o p e ra to r norm such th a t  fo r  each y-e IN
|A^U,g> = o .
Define functions Ut- and u  by
U f i l r )  = < U t f  I )> j = < y t f |A U tg )>
fo r  e  then
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6%
< /If I I Ay^-AHIIgK
—> o (y-> <x>)
so W a converges uniformly to u and hence (Al)
ItL <Utf lAAÜ,g> = O . |
(8.11) Theorem. Let U be the free particle evolution group
in /P for a particle of mass m, then for all Borel sets S and all
6 # o
U*Ea(S)U* =  e « y .(5 ^ f-< 5 ‘ ) £ p ( f - S )  e x p ( ^ < a ‘ )  .
Proof. Let 1 4 o and let S be a Borel set. Let Dt
and cl be the operators defined in (A3) by
(Df f)(oc) = lè f (toe) (Vf € JL^){ V oc e
d  = Æ(t) exp ( <2^ ) F
where a(t) = exp (-i'«7rt/4 i<^l ) and F is the Fourier transform in
iP . For an arbitrary P & ,
(Dw^E<a(s)D^/^f )(=c) = Xs (Om/tf )(&%;
- ( ^ :c) f(ac)
(^Q(^S)f)(:z)
SO D;^£^(S)D^/^ = E^(f-S).
Now by (A3. 4)
Uf = Cj .
So using this identity, the above expression for £ « ( ^ s )  and the 
facts that |a(t)|  ^= I and <^a ( ? 5 ) commutes with
exp ( 6^^ ) we have
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Ut Efi^Cs) Ut
= exp ( a*-) (cl ) ‘ £a(^) exp ( Ci^)
- ^ ' ^^p('k^^‘') 0 ,^/t E<a(S> D„,/t exp ) F exp (;^ Q^)
= exp(^a^ )F"£c , (^5 )Fe xp(^Q ; ' )
(8.12) Gorollary. For ail Borel sets R- and S  and ail 
t  *  o .
Il £a(R)ufEfi>(s)UtE<a(R-) -  U^£aCS)Ut 1
Il Hû(R)Hp(fS)£Q(a)“ £p(^S) Il
Proof. Since exp is unitary and commutes with
£<5(R) we have by the theorem,
il £a(R)U?£a(S)Ut£a (a)  -  UfE@(S)Uti l
= I «p(3^®‘)Ea(R)£p(f-S)£a(A)ev(^a‘) - «P ('iSï-«*)£■,. (fS) eK/>(^ a*) 
II ea(R)£p(f-S)£a(fi.) - £>(f-S ) II I
(8.13) Coroll ary. Let U  be a free particle evolution group
in , If S is a bounded Borel set with £s.i^) 4 O and if
é o then Ot £a(.S) Ui: 4 M l .
Proof. Let •& 4  o and suppose that does
belong to M u  then by (8.7) there is a sequence Rk of bounded Borel
sets such that
II E«( Rh) U f E<a(S) Ut £<si(Rfe) -  U t£ « (S )U t II —^ o (k ^  oo)
and hence by (8 .1 2 )
II EQ(Rh)£p(^5)£«i(Rk) -  E p C f S )  a —> o ( k->co)
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which implies £ p ( ^ S )  <s M u .
Since every f 6 is a scattering state of U  (5.5) and Ut
commutes with we now have from (8 .1 0 )
O  ~ <( Utf ) ^ 5 )  U^f ^  - /)£/>( T S ) f H .
This implies £p(^S) => o and it follows that (5) ~ O, |
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9. ASYMPTOTIC OPERATOR ALGEBRAS.
In this section we study some algebras of operators in which 
quantum mechanical expectation values converge in time. We are 
particularly interested in constructing a C*-algebra on which 
spatially separating coherent states can evolve into disjoint states. 
Such algebras will then be used to tackle the paradoxes associated 
with spatial separation outlined in section 3.
Throughout this section will denote the Hilbert space
L^ ((k'^ ) for some fixed n€ IN and and Ep will be the usual
position and momentum spectral measures in . We fix a free
evolution group U in 1^  . Recall from (5.5) that every vector in
is a scattering state of such an evolution group, and also from
(2.7) that the parity operator commutes with U-t for every t e Pt,
(9.1) A C*-subalgebra of will be called an asymptotic
algebra if
<U.f | >
exists for all and all f e 1,^ ,
Physically this convergence of expectation values enables us to 
define a state of the system as i oo in the following sense,
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(9.2) Lemma. Let M  be an asymptotic algebra containing the 
identity operator and let f be a unit vector in . Then the 
formula
so(A) = ^  <UtfUU(f>
defines a state w on, If cot denotes the state defined by
cOiCA) = <Utf ) > ( A e M )
then CO in the weak* topology on the dual space of M  .
Proof. For every A c  M
cj(A^A) = ir >  o
and co(x) = ^  HWf ))' = /,
so CO is a state. The convergence of to co follows directly
from the definition of the weak* topology. (For further details of 
this topology see Emch (1972a) plOl.) *
Note that by (8.10) the C*-algebra M u  is an asymptotic algebra, 
also is clearly an asymptotic algebra. We begin our discussion
of these algebras with a result which implies chat is not an
asymptotic algebra.
(9.3) Theorem. Let f be a non-zero positive scattering state 
of an evolution group V in if" . Then there is a Borel set S for 
which
<Vtf lE«(S)Vtf >
does not exist. The sets S and 5 are necessarily unbounded.
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Proof. We may assume that /If W = / . Let 8 y. denote a ball
of radius f centred at the origin in .
Fix Ac ÎN , ~r > o and €. > o . Since f is a positive
scattering state we have
If H<s(8fc)VtF r  <
for some i > T . Also since the sequence ) "^ converges
strongly to O there is a k > k  with
II V«f r  <• £/z.
Now since - (B^ - )  is the union of the disjoint sets
IR'^-&k and we have
/I Vtf = !/£4(B&/V6f ir f /lEq(Bk)Vtf II""
< 6 .
This establishes the following result,
Given k , T and any £> o there is a fe > k 
and a 6 > T with '
I ÊGjCSjt-S/ç) Véf I ^ > I -  £  .
Now let k = T = £  = l then by (^) there is a kt > t and a
é, > / with
llB«(Bfe,-B.) Vt.f ir >/-'/( = O .
Applying (^) again with Ic =/&, , T  = é, i-1 and £ ~ '/a . we deduce 
that there is a kx > ki and a > é, / with
Continuing in this way we may use (-k) to obtain inductively,
increasing sequences kf and "àf both diverging to co and having
the property
/I £(5(Bfe,-Sfc,., )V(,f II*’ > I- ‘U (Ae/Ai;.
■«
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Now define Sa- = and let S = S» u 6 4 u- —  , then
/R*^ - s = 6 , uS, c 5 s a  ..  . For each 4C IN we have
l|£a(s)Vt,^ f r  ^  II"' ^  \~ ^  i  ,
I £<a(5)'^ Ij  ^ I f II’ >> I -
and the latter inequality gives
i{ E«(5) f  II 4 ^ZTi 
But now we have IfH<aCs) f M*= o while
l(£a(S) Vt^ yvf II’’ ^  '/z for every e IN and it follows that
<V.Mg«(S)Vtf> does not exist.
Finally it is easily checked from the definition of a scattering 
state that the limit exists whenever S or S is bounded. i
Clearly any asymptotic algebra must be contained in the set 
| A E l B ( i . “)  : 4^ ^  <(O if I AUt f )> exisi-& V f  eJL^ 
so we now investigate some properties of this set. It will be useful 
at a later stage to consider sets of operators whose expectation 
values converge to zero. A useful description may be obtained by 
introducing the weak topology.
(9.4) Definition.
-  { A C I B C l^) : ulAUé  ext'sfs
M o  = { A C  ulAUé = o } .
(9.5) Lemma. Let F be the Fourier transform in then
<UtflFUtg> . o
for all f , g € ,
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Proof. We may assume that f and g are unit vectors. Let
E > o  then there is a bounded Borel set S with
(I < and also since f is a scattering state of 
U we have IIE<a(s)Utf 1| < for all sufficiently large 6 . Since
each Ut commutes with every Ep(s) it follows that FVtF'^ commutes 
with Ea(s) and hence for all sufficiently large é
| < U t f  j ! = K U i f  I ( £ q( s ) ( F U i F - ;  F g  >  !
< II E q (S )U tf II 'F II E a (5 )^ (F U fF -')F g  II
II II  ^ l lEa(s)^F^ l\
< £
and the result follows. I
(9.6) Theorem.
[1 ] {AclB(L^): IJm <U*f )AUtf> exists for all f<L^};
[2] {A(B(lf); Ijm <U^f|AU^f> = 0 for all feL’};
[3] and M l  are not closed under multiplication.
Proof. [2] follows from the polarization identity for the
sesquilinear form (bg) > <(f IAg> on i’* (Weidmann (1980) p2).
It is also clear from the polarization identity for this
sesquilinear form that if A c and f+L |A Vtf exists then
S(f.s)  = <U tf I A u « 3 >
exists for all f, g € Now this formula clearly defines a
sesquilinear form S on which is bounded (by IM II ) and it
follows (Weidmann (1980) pl20) that there is a unique Te IB(lP) with
sCfg) = <f I T g > for all f , g in L? . Clearly Ut A Vt converges
weakly to T and [1] follows.
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To prove [3] note that the Fourier transform F  belongs to 
M I  by the lemma. If M l  is closed under multiplication then since 
X = F (2.2) we have xe M l  implying Ilf II' = = o  for
all f in i’', which is a contradiction. Hence M l  is not.closed 
under multiplication and it only remains to show that has the
same property. Since Ut and Ep(s) commute for every é c/R and 
every Borel set S it follows that each Ep(^) belongs to , Now 
since F€ the assumption that is closed under multiplication
gives
E*(s) = F~'Ep(S)F = F'^Fp(s}F c
Since this holds for all 5 we have contradicted the result of (9.3)
and hence is not closed under multiplication. g
We shall now investigate the set of operators A in B(L^)
posessing "asymptotically y_anishing correlations" in the sense
that <(Uif Mütg > = o whenever f and g are spatially
separating state vectors (7.1).
(9.7) Definition.
{AelB(L^); w-ljm E^S)^uTAUt5^ ,(8) = 0 V Borel sets S},
(9.8) Corollary. Let A C &(L7) then these are equivalent,
[1] A
[2] w-1^ E^R)U^AU*]^S) = 0 for all disjoint Borel sets R 
and S;
[3] Idm <Ut f I AUd-g> = 0 whenever f ,g ^  L’" are spatially 
separating with respect to U.
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I M- WProof. ([!]=> [2]) If Ep($) ' Vf Au_(.Bpic>) —  > o then for all
Borel sets R we have Æp(R.)Bi>(sFUf AOf, Ep (C‘) — o , If Æ and S
are disjoint then R n ( 5 ) = R so Ep(.ii)Ep(^F ~ £p(n) and [2 ] 
follows.
([2]=» [3]) If f and g are spatially separating then by (7.3) 
there are disjoint Borel sets R and S with = f and
£p(6)g = g , So assuming [2]
i^<UtflAUtg> = Ji%o<ff5p(R)urAU+£p(s)g> = o.
Let 5 be a Borel set and let g é ()£ then by
(7.3) £p(s)g and Ep^sX'f = Fp(/R"-s)f are spatially separating so 
assuming [3] gives
^ / AUt £p(s) g >
and [1] follows. ■
(9.9) Lanma. Let <P be the parity operator in il , then
there is a Borel set S in IR" and a unit vector f in with
£ p ( S ) f  = f
£p(s/uT<PUp Ep(5)f = (Pf.
Proof. Let 5 = ( (x,,... Xn) a IR"' ; ■x,‘>^o^
and let - 5 = {-a : : oce 5 ] then S and - S  are disjoint so
Ep Cs)  ^£p(-5 ) “ Epi-s). It is easily verified that
<f’£<a(s) - £q(-s)(P and since (P = where F is the Fourier
transform we have lPEp{s) = Fp(-5)f’. Let f be a unit vector in the
range of Ep{s)  then since (P commutes with every Uf
Fût Ep(s)F = £p(s/p£^(5)f
Ep i-£) pf
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(PEp (s)f
= <p f  8
(9.10) Corollary. The parity operator <P in does not
belong to .
Proof. If f is a unit vector having the property described
in the lemma then since P is unitary
( Pf I ur (P Ut Ep(S) f >  = < Pf I Pf> = I
so P does not belong to .
The relationship between the sets y and is the
subject of the next theorem. M u  will denote the C*-algebr a
generated by local observables as defined in (8 .1 ).
(9.11) Theorem.
[1] M u  "= M l  c  Mlve c IB(w) J
[2] ^
[3] o ©(if): w-lim U^AU*exists and belongs to !*“(/*)}
= M l  + L*(F) ^
[4] Neither of the sets is closed under 
mul tipi ication.
Proof. [1]; M l & A$4T by (8.10) and s is easily
verified. The second inclusion is proper since 
I € “ M o  follows immediately from the definitions, and the
last inclusion is proper since the parity operator does not belong to 
M l -  by the last corollary.
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To prove the first Inclusion Is also proper we first assume U 
is the free particle evolution group for a particle of mass m. Fix
s>o and let R be a bounded Borel set then since Et>(R) e M l
l i t  d ( u l E M V s ) U i = = O
so ul £fi,(R)Us 6 . But by (8.13) we can choose R such that
uj^ £i}(R)Ufi d and hence in this case the inclusion is proper. Now
suppose U is a free evolution group for a system of two particles
then M. must be even and the evolution group U  may be written in
the form Of - Ul ® U* where U* and u ’ are free particle evolution
groups in i'ClR*") where If f , g e L’ (%") then for any
bounded Borel set S in Æ
^ I E(s)uifll iijii
o
where £ is the position spectral measure in t*(%**). It follows
that Ut £<5(Sx/fi'*) Uth. = o for all h in some dense linear
manifold in Now suppose k c /.^(/R.'*) is arbitrary and choose
a sequence kit converging to k such that
Jtl = o (V& 6  N).
Define V-k and tc by
UkiC) = ul£ei(SxlkVOi kft , u U )  ul Eii(5xlR*")Ui h. 
for all é c (K y then
II «ktt) -  «  llkt-hll
so converges uniformly to w and hence
E Z  ur£e(S«r)Li,h - = o.
It follows that Es,(SxfR*^)é . By way of contradiction suppose
c M u  then by (8.7) £ 4 (B* (Sx /R""))-»- ^ (^Sxnrjin the operator
norm for some sequence R>k of bounded Borel sets in . Since this
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sequence of projections is not eventually constant it cannot converge 
in the operator norm (c.f. the remark at the end of (8 .8 )) so we have 
arrived at the required contradiction. Hence 
EeiiSKiR'^ ) « and the first inclusion is proper.
[2]: We have just shown in (9.10) that the parity operator IP 
does not belong to and since P commutes with for every
i , IP belongs to
[3]: Let = lA€©(l5); w-lim U^ AU^ . exists and belongs to if'(P) }
and for every Ik. and every let Af = We show
n.4* c .d s .dr+!*YP) s
Suppose A e n as4" and let T= • Since
A ^  <^av(c we have for any Bor el set S
E p { s f j E p ( 5) =  E/,(5)"AfB/.(S) =  O  ,
which implies Ep(s)-^' T  JEp(&) = O £p(s)T£>(S)-" (VS) .
Therefore for any S,
T E p ( S )  =  (Ep(S)-^+ Ep(5)) T E p ( S )
= £ p ( s  ) T  £ p (S)
Ep(S) T  (£p(S) + )
£ > C S )T
and it follows that T e lT(p) ^ - L.'^ (P) (see (2.3)). Hence
a S /iM .
Now let A e and let T  = A t  then T € L ^ ( P )  so T
commutes with every ft and for all f and 5 we have
K-P I ( A - T ) é  3>l ^ KP / (A.t - T)s> I o
so A - Te which implies A e + Z,*”(P),
Finally suppose A e aA 7  + then A + T for some
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Be and some Te L°^(P) , It follows directly from the
definitions ((9.4) ,(9.7) ) that B,T & (since T commutes
with every Ut and every /^>(s) ) and also that B + T &
[4]: By (9.5) the Fourier transform F  belongs to and hence
to and to n • Now = IP the parity operator which
does not belong to by (9.10) and so does not belong to
n aA'** either. Thus neither of these sets is closed under
multiplication. I
(9.12) We now investigate the consequences of altering the
topology in the definitions of the above sets. If % is a topology
on B(i-^ ) which is compatible with the vector space structure then
= {As U^AUf exists }
will be a linear manifold in . If r is finer than the weak
topology then s so if is an algebra we can define a
limit of states on as in (9.2). The simplest case is where z
is the uniform (or norm topology).
(9.13) Definition. We define sets of operators , /Ao and
in !B(L^ ) by
= {A e IB(lf): u-^^ U*AU* exists},
A o  = {A( B (Ü): u-lim U?AUt = 0},
(A€!B(L*-): Ep(S)’^UrAUtE^(S) = 0 VBorel sets S j
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(9.14) Theorem.
[1] {0}, A"" - {Ho}' and = l“ (P),
where Ho is the generator of the evolution group U.
[2] and are von Neumann algebras on and
/'Mr c <= A C B (!“•).
Proof. For each A a and each i ^  IR, let
A-t ~ A .
[1]: If A T  then since IIAII = /iu^ At><// for each -6 ^  ffi. ,
letting £» gives //AII = o. Hence = fc* 1 .
If A commutes with /Y» then A  commutes with each Ut (see
(A4)) so 5 A  . Conversely suppose A ^ and let
4 " At then for all s in
II L  -  I s  II <  i! 4 -  A s ^ t  (I + II A s * t  -  4s II
=  II 4 -  As+t II + II At -  4 II
and letting -6 ■-> <»» gives 4 =is. Hence 4 commutes with every
Os . Now let F be a spectral projection of /Vo then F  commutes
with L (see (A4)) and E commutes with (4 so
I AE -EA I - II ut(A£-£A)Oi. II 
~  H At E  - EA-t I
—^  1 LE — £ E If — O  00)
and it follows that A commutes with Wo so s CwoJ^
We now prove the final equality in [1],
A € 1* ( P )  =» (V S )  II £p(S)-^At Ep{5) 1} = II E p (s /E p (5)A  II = O
-> A e .
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A < =4> f y s )  II £p(s)-^Ai £,.(s)tl = o
=> (VS) jl 4^ (5)"^ A JE^ (5) j| = o
==> (V5) A£p(S) = Ep(S)A£p(s) = £p(S)A
^  A commutes with every element of f(P)
=4> A G L"*(p) (see (2.3)).
[2] Most of the assertions in [2] follow immediately from [1]. 
The inclusion L*’(P) c is proper since the parity operator
commutes with and does not belong to , §
Hence by considering limits in the uniform topology we obtain 
von Neumann algebras A  and . There are a number of reasons
why these algebras will not be suitable for describing a quantum 
mechanical system. The parity operator P  commutes with a free 
particle Hamiltonian Wo so by (9.10) there are operators in 
fw.i' which do not produce asymptotically vanishing correlations 
between spatially separating states. Also neither of these algebras 
contains any non-zero spectral projections of position so there is no 
way of describing the localisation of the system.
(9.15) We now investigate convergence in the strong and strong* 
topologies. Since the mapping A £-*■ A ^  is not continuous in the 
strong topology it will be convenient to introduce the strong*
topology (Brattell and Robinson (1979) p69) in which the adjoint is a |
continuous mapping. If Ay is a net in B(L^) then we shall write |
Ay = A to mean that A^ = A and A* = A*. j
To justify introducing strong* convergence we first show that taking
the topology r in (9.12) to be the strong topology does not make the
set a *-algebra.
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(9.16) Theorem. The set {A< B (if): s-^im AU^ . exists} is not
closed under the adjoint operation.
Proof. Let 5 be a bounded Bor el set in /R.'^ and let f  be
the Fourier transform in 4^  . Then
Ié-^ OO
for all P-€ since each f is a scattering state of U,
Hence the above set contains the operator A = F~‘E<si(S), Now 
U^AU^ O and it follows that -4^ O so if
A’^Ct exists it must also equal 0. But
lIU^ AU^ fll "= f| Ed,(S)FUtf I
= II F-'Æ@(S)/r6,tf II 
H £p{s)Ot-P H 
llEp(s)f/|
which is non-zero for some S and f . Hence does not
exist. *
(9.17) Definition.
= (A€/B(L*): s*-lim U^AU^ exists}
A Î  = (A«B(Ü): U^AUt= 0 }
lA^ B(L^ ): ]^ (S)‘'UtAU^E/S) = 0 VBorel sets S}
(9.18) Theorem. and are proper C*-sub algebras of
B(^) and A t  is a closed ideal in /os>4^. The parity operator
belongs to , but not to A ^awe *
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£Proof. It is easily verified that A &  and A  are
self-adjoint linear manifolds in B(L^) and since the parity operator 
commutes with Ut for every 1 1  m  it belongs to It follows
from (9.10) that f It is now sufficient to prove the
following,
[1 ] and are closed in the operator norm,
[2] =4> AB £
[3] A  6 A o   ^ B  € ==> AB^ BA 6 A t  .
We begin by proving [1]. Let Ay be a sequence in A'
converging in the operator norm to A , and for each /A/ let
Ty = izttm AfUt* Now for any f in I*"
II ( T : - T . ) f  II = l | U ^ ( & - A s ) U t f  #
 ^ I f I j A/. - As I
so the sequence Ty is strongly Cauchy and hence converges strongly 
to some operator T say (Weidraann (1980) p75). Now fix a vector f 
and define and %  by
Uf-li) ~ U^Ay Utf - Tyf  ^ A Ut f  “ Tf
for all f e /R, , then
II u ^ i i )  -  u d )  II < II (Ay-A)Utf II + li ( T - T y ) f l l<€/R
< llAy-A||l|f)l + /ICr-Ty)f/l
— ^ 0 (y —► oo )
since Ay — > A and 1]; T . Hence the sequence î4y converges
uniformly to %  so (Al)
(urAUt-T)f = (uTArUt-T»)f = o
Since f was arbitrary we have 1'-^  ^u^AU* = Also since Ay
converges in the operator norm to A^ it follows from an identical 
argument that U* A^U^ exists and hence (by considering the
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corrsponding weak limits) the value of this limit must be We
have now shown T = . Note that if the sequence Ay lies
in A t  then each 7y equals O so T- o , Hence A t  and
are closed as required.
We now prove [2] and [3]. For each A € and each
ir€/R let Ai = Uf A Ut, Now fix A, B ê ,i94 ^  and let
X = I+» Aij then the inequalities
I IM & ) * f  -  x Y f  II < IK  A* 6 i -A< y ) f  II + /I ( A * y - x y ) f  I!
^  IIA II II + II ( A t ~ y ) y f  II
imply (AB)^ = XY . Both [2] and [3] follow from this. |
Note that since strong* convergence implies weak convergence,
/iM is an asymptotic algebra and hence any C*-subalgebra of is
also an asymptotic algebra. However since the parity operator belongs 
to we do not have <^ U(.P lAUtj^ O for all spatially separating
pairs of vectors f and j  . These correlations do
however converge to 0 for operators in and we now show that
this set is a C*-algebra and obtain some alternative ways of 
expressing it.
(9.19) Lemma. Let A€ IB(L^) then A e if and only if
Ep(5)'^ AEp(s) € A t  for evry Borel set S .
Proof. This follows immediately from the fact that
commutes with £p(6 ) for every 4 and 5 . •
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(9.20) Theorem.
[1] is a C*~ sub algebra of fB(L^ ) and is equal to
each of the following sets; A t  + L*’(P),
{A€B(I?): s*j^ym U^AUy exists and belongs to lT(P)}.
[ 2 ]  c  c  <  " d :  c
[3] A t  is a closed ideal in •
Proof. [1] Let A  denote the set
{AelE>(I?); s*jWyin AUt exists and belongs to iT(P)}.
Then it follows from the inequalities at the end of the proof of
(9.18) that A  is closed under multiplication, and now clearly A
is a *-subalgebra.
We now show is closed in the operator norm. Let Ay be a
sequence in At^c converging in the operator norm to A e and
let 5 be a fixed Borel set. Then the sequence 
£(s)‘^Ay£(5) converges to E(6 )'^ A £(&) in the operator norm. Now by 
the lenma each E(s)^Ay E (s) belongs to At and since At is
closed we have E(s)^A E(s) ^ A t  and it follows that is
closed. Now by (9.18) n Is an intersection of closed sets
and hence closed.
To complete the proof of [1] it is now sufficient to prove the
three sets are equal which we do by verifying the
following inclusions.
For every i € ffi and every A € /8 (L*) let At=U*AUt.
Firstly let A  and let T = then since
A € we have for any Borel set S
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Êp(S)"-TÆp(S) = 1 : ^  At E^(S) = O  j
which Implies
Ep(s)-^ r  £p(s> = o = E p ( s ) T £ p ( s A
for ail S . It follows as in the proof of (9.11) part [3] that
T  e L‘^(P), Hence £ A .
Now let A 6 aM and let T = At then Te l^(P) so T
commutes with every Ut and for all f we have
1I(A-T)^f/1 f(i(A-T)Jf)| = I (At-r)f I + ||(At-r)**f f|
— > O (t —> oo)
Hence A - T  6 which implies A  ^A t  +
Finally suppose A e A t  then A = S + T for some
Be A t  and some Te , It follows directly from the
definitions (9.17) that B+T € ^ (since T commutes with
every Ut and every Ep(S) ). Hence A e n and this
completes the proof of [1].
[2] Let A 6 aAi. then A = (s) for some bounded Borel
set S , Let f é then f is a scattering state of U so
tïZ I U^AUtf II ^ IIA II i t .  I (s)Utf II 
= o
and similarly I Ut'PH so A e A t  . Since A t  is closed
(9.18) it follows that A t  s A t .  The second inclusion in [2] is
obvious from [1], the next follows from (9.18) and the last from (9.3)
since (as we have already noted) A ^  is an asymptotic algebra.
To show A l ^ A t  first suppose U is the free particle 
evolution group of a particle of mass Let R- be a bounded Borel
set then for a fixed s
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uT (urgQfR)uJUt = ur
= o
so Ug Ea(R)Us € /tAf, But by (8.13) we can choose R. and s such that 
Us^ 4<»(P)Us 4 Al.. Now if U is the free particle evolution group of 
a system of two particles then it follows from the proof of (9 .1 1 ) 
part [1] that
t j f  OtE^lS)Ut  = O
for some Borel set S with 4 Â l . This is in fact a strong*
limit since the terms are Hermitian and it follows that
Æa(5) € A t  - A l .
Finally [3] follows from the facts that A t  & and
A t  is a closed ideal in (9.18). ^
(9.21) Theorem. Let V be an evolution group in and
assume that the wave operator
exists and is complete. Then e /lA/^  for every 6 e .
Proof. We recall that the sub space of all scattering states
of V is invariant under each V* (5.3) and it follows that 
Hco(v) commutes with Vt for every é e/R . Now fix sc /Jl then for 
every f in
II E . ( v r U t f  II =  II ^co(V)-" U t f  /)
=  II
II II ( t -^oo)
~  O
since E*(v) is the final domain of W+ (5.7). Also
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U+-F H = Il ^o>(V)Uif II
Il Eco (^)'^VfUiR II — y o (•6->as)
SO uf (VsE«(V)"-)U^  = O .
Also since uf Vt £«, (v)
(5.7), it follows that
uf Vs £«,(V) Ut = ( üj Vt (v) ) Vs (Vt Ut )
Wt Vs W+ ( t -*" «>)
W+ W+ Us 
Us
where we have used a multiplicative property of strong convergence and 
some results stated in (5.7). Similarly
ufE^(v)Vr Ut = (Ut Vt£c(V)) Vs''(vfUt)
vf Wt (t —>• oo >
uf
UtV^E«(V)Ut = Us
Now we have
f.;£” urvsu* = f-;ir i/“vs£,.(vtut +•
= O t  Us
e r(R)
and so Vg € + 4“(/*) by (9.20). M
In particular the existence and completeness of W+. Implies that 
for each é e /R. the mapping o<t ; A f - ^ L “ (P) — >■ A t  + 
defined by %t(A) » Vt A Vt- is a *-automorphism of At'*' L"°(P) . It
is easily verified that this defines a continuous homomorphism from
the group IR to the group of ^-automorphisms of A t  + 4**(P) where
the latter is equipped with the strong operator topology.
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We shall show in the next chapter that the C*-algebr a
A t  + L'^ (P) may be used to give an algebraic formulation of quantum 
mechanics in which the paradoxes described in section 3 can be 
resolved asymptotically. Note that by (9.20) every element of this 
algebra posasses asymptotically vanishing correlations. Also (9.21) 
implies that if the system is approximately free at large times then 
its evolution group induces a one-paraneter family of ^-automorphisms 
of A t  .
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CHAPTER IV. ASYMPTOTICALLY SEPARABLE QUANTUM MECHANICS.
10. States on Asymptotic Algebras and the de Broglie 
Paradox.
11. Two Particle Systems and the Einstein, Podolsky and 
Rosen Paradox.
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10. STATES ON ASYMPTOTIC ALGEBRAS AND THE DE BROGLIE PARADOX.
Throughout this section it' will denote the Hilbert space 
for some fixed nelU, We fix a free evolution group U in I? 
and let A t  , and be the sets defined in (9.17). By
(9.20) the following C*-algebras are all equal to each other 
A  ^ n A  awe J /vMo + l!”( P)
and {A Ê E> (L^  ) : U^AU^ exists and belongs to L"^(P)}
and we shall throughout this section denote each of them by the symbol
A  .
We now discuss the convergence of states on the asymptotic 
algebras A  and . Since
A  ~ & Aa.vc - Aa\tc.
every element A of ^  has asymptotically vanishing correlations in 
the sense that < ( f j A g ^  — * O  ( i ->«>) whenever f and j  are 
spatially separating (9.8). We first show that the states on A  and 
as4^  defined by 44 f and (4 j are pure for all time t and then 
that these states converge to disjoint states on aM as 4 — » .
(10.1) Lemma. For every unit vector f in it let cof be 
the state on /oA defined by
cof ( A ) =. <CF|A -F)> ( A e M )
Then each cof is pure and wf and are coherent for every pair
of unit vectors f and j in i-^ . This is also true when aM is
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replaced by A t  throughout.
Proof. By (9.20) we have A u  s /M s and since /uMl. is
irreducible (8.5), A  and are also irreducible. The lemma now
follows from (A5). *
For every f the states converge as é oo to a
state cop on A  (or on A ^  ) by (9.2), We now investigate when
two such nets can converge to disjoint states.
(10.2) Theorem. For each unit vector f in it define a
state cop on by
cof (A) = < U t f
Then there are spatially separating vectors f and 3 in it" such
that ctT and are not disjoint.
Proof. By (9,9) there is a unit vector f in and a
Borel set 5 in with
Ef (6)"^ur<PU* £p(5)f = (Pf
and f = Bp(s)-9 where ^ is the parity operator in it. Let
^ = (Pf then we have (S)f ~ f and
Ep(Ui.'^-S)^ ~ £p.(S)'^3 = 5  
so f and j are spatially separating by (7.3). Now for every
A e
w ~ ( A )  =  (  u + P f  I A U f P f  >
Wf((P"'AP)
Now by (9.18) we have I? € A ^  and since ^ is unitary it follows
that the canonical cyclic representations associated with co^ and
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CO* are unitarily equivalent (see Glimm and Kadison (1960)
corollary 8 (note that the hypothesis that the states are pure is not
used in the first part of their proof)). Hence and cOg* are not
disjoint. I
We now investigate some properties of states on the C*-algebra 
A  . Before presenting the main results we prove some lemmas.
(10.3) Lemma. Every element A of a;A may be written
uniquely in the form A = X + Y for some X € A Î  and some Y € L(P). 
Define a mapping 7t : A  — ^ lT(P) by tc (A) = Y whenever A = X + Y 
with X Ê and Y L(P). Then (L^  , % ) is a representation of
A  .
Proof. If T € AM^nlTfP) then T commutes with every Ut so
^  Ut TUt  = T .
Hence A t  n l“(P) ~ {o} and the uniqueness of the expression for each 
A  now follows. By (9.18) is an ideal in A  and it is now
easily verified that iz is a representation. I
- (10.4) Lemma. Let f,gcL^ If <f!Ep(R)g> = 0 for all Borel sets R
then there are disjoint Borel sets S, and in with
Ep(S| )f = f and Ep(S;i)g = g.
Proof. Since and E q are unitarily equivalent we may
prove the result with B q, replacing Ep . Suppose
for all R . Let be the real part of f^ then u = o for all
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R. . Let %* be the positive part of and define
- {x 6 IR” : u(x) > o } then
= 4,«- = o
so = o (almost everywhere). A similar argument shows
(almost everywhere) so u = o (almost everywhere). Repeating this
procedure with u  replaced by the imaginary part of f we deduce
that f g =  O' (almost everywhere). Hence f W  = o or = o for
almost all ac e Let S, » {=c; f(^) t* o } and 5% - 3 o} then
£Q(5,)f = f , (Sa)g = 5  and Si o Sj has measure zero. The result
follows from this. *
(10.5) Definition. For each unit vector f in we denote
by the state on A  defined by
a^TCA) = JÏ%<(4flAUtf> (VA <44).
(This is a state by (9.2).)
(10.6) Theorem. Let f and g be unit vectors in l\/R'^ )
then the states and on A  are disjoint if and only if
there are disjoint Borel sets S, and Sj, with
Ep(S, )f = f and Ep (S_2)g = g.
Proof. Let tv be the representation of A  defined in
(10.3) then it follows from the definition of A t  that
<v^(A) = <fi7T(A)f)>
and OJj(A) = < 3 I
for all A ^ A  , Note that ir(A) - A whenever A & L*(P) and
Tr(A) = o if A e A^.
Now if there are no disjoint Borel sets S, and 5^ with
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(5,)f = f and EpCSt)^ ~ 3 then by (10,4)
<-F I i r (£p(R))  3 >  = < F l E p ( R )5 > o
for some R and it follows that co* and ccÇ are not disjoint (4.3).
Conversely suppose £/»(s,)f = and £/>(Sa)^  = 5  where S, and 
Sx are disjoint. Since 7t(a54) = Lt^ (P) it follows that the range of 
£p/S, ) is invariant under Tc(/\H) and we shall denote by tt, the
corresponding subrepresentation of tt. Similarly let Ttx^ be the
subrepresentation corresponding to the range of £"p (Sa). Let & be 
the von Neumann algebra generated by TT(^ $4) then 
£, = lF(P) = <8  ^ and hence Ep(.s,) and are equal to their own
central supports in . Since S, and 5% are disjoint, )
and Ep(Sx) are orthogonal and it follows that and Fx are
disjoint (Dixmier (1977) pll5; see also p375 for further details of 
central supports).
To' complete the proof it is now sufficient to show that the
canonical cyclic representations associated with cop and oj* are 
unitarily equivalent to subrepresentations of tt, and Fx . Let M
be the closure of the linear manifold {%(A)f ; A€/>s4 j = {Af ■
Then M  is invariant under it (A) and M  is contained in the range 
of Ep(St) , Let iZo be the corresponding subrepresentation of x, 
then
co“ (A) = <(f 1 7Ttf(A)-r ]>
and f is clearly a cyclic vector for ~Fo • Hence tTo is unitarily 
equivalent to the canonical cyclic representation associated with 
(Bratteli and Robinson (1979) p56), A similar argument shows 
that the canonical cyclic representation associated with is
unitarily equivalent to a subrepresentation of .
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(10,7) Corollary. Let f be a unit vector in L^ and let S I
be a Borel set with
Ep(S)f 0 ^ Ep(S)f
then
=* 1 £p(S)f Jl cOg + 1} £p(st-f Ij
where 3 — llEp(s)f 11"* £p(s)f and L = 'Ep(S) f . Thus each cj™
is a mixture of two disjoint states.
Proof. By the theorem co^ and are disjoint and if
A  then A ^  so •
(uTCA) = *2 ^ <f|ufAu+f>
J t L  < Ep(s)f j Ut A Ut Ep(s)f >  + <  E p (s /f  I u^A Ut £p(s)^ f >
/l£p(s)f 11^ cu” (A) + IIEp(S)^ftcJ>uiA) I
States of the form (J* (f e L^) may be generalised to give states 
which are limits of states described by density operators.
(10.8) Theorem. Let W be a density operator on L*" , then 
the formula
C U ( A )  = t itc o  Ty (  W U ^A U t ) 
defines a state co on A .  . If A = x+Y where X ^ A t  and Ye 1*(P) 
then
w(A) = Ty(>AJy)
In particular cJ> vanishes on oW* ,
Æ
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Proof. Let A s ^  then A = X+Y for some Xe A t  and some
ye 1*(P). Then for every f€ t  we have
Let ; y £ M } be an orthonormal basis for it consisting of
eigenvectors of W  and for each f-eN let ay be the eigenvalue
»associated with fy . Since IE #y = I it follows that
%  (if K-ff I exists and also that
a, (2 2 L < fK u fx l4 f» > ) = o
since the above sum is uniform by the Weierstrass M-test (Apostol 
(1974) p223). Hence
GO ( A ) = Z  <( fy I W  uf AUt >
S  a ,  < f .  |Y f,>  -  Tf ( w y )
so Ct3 is well defined and co (A) = l>{wy). Clearly w  is linear 
and co(z) = = I.
Finally since is an ideal in A  (9.18) we have
CO (A^A) = w  ( x * x  + x * y  + y * x + y * y )
Ty (wy*y)
^ o
so CO is a state on ^4. I
(10.9) Definition. For each density operator W on L^ we 
denote by co" the state on A  defined in (10.8), A state co on xfl
will be called normal if there is a density operator W on L^ with 
CO (A) = Tr(WA) for all
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(10.10) Corollary. If W is a density operator on L then 
CcC is not a normal state on A  .
Proof. By way of contradiction suppose there is a density
operator vV on it with
CO* (A) = Ta (W'R)
for all A ^  A  , Take A to be the projection onto an eigenspace of 
W  not corresponding to the zero eigenvalue then Ty (WM) o. But A 
is finite dimensional and hence compact so A 6 A l £ A t  (by (8.9) and
(9.20)) which implies co* (A)= o giving the required contradiction. I
We shall now assume that the evolution group U in the definition 
of A  is the free evolution group for a particle of mass m . We then 
have an immediate corollary to (1 0 .6 )
(10.11) Corollary. Let f and g be unit vectors in L^  
then the states co^  and co* on A  are disjoint if and only if f 
and g are spatially separating (with respect to U).
Proof. This follows directly from (7.3) and (10.6), I
(10.12) We now discuss the physical implications of reformulating 
quantum mechanics for a single particle in terms of the C*-algebra 
A  , States of the form co^ w on A  may be called states at infinity
since co* (£<a(s)) = o for all bounded Borel sets S (since
£q(s> (9.20) and cjJ vanishes on A Î  (1 0 .8 )). In such a
state there is zero probability of a position measurement finding the
a
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particle in any bounded region of configuration space so we can 
imagine the particle to be at "infinity". Such states do not arise in 
the conventional approach to quantum mechanics where the states are 
always assumed to be normal.
Although a theory based on /\S4 will contain fewer observables 
than one based on there are still sufficient observables to
approximate any element of ©(!“•) . Since  ^A  (9.20) given'
we have A strongly (8.3) where is a ball of radius y
centred at the origin in and £ e i ( S O A e  A  for each
Although for example the parity operator ^  is no longer an
observable we still have local parity operators in any
bounded region 5.
Since any state at infinity vanishes on A o  we interpret the 
observables in as the only ones which are relevant to a system
at infinity. Hermitian elements of will be called (bounded)
observables at infinity. Thus the system at infinity is characterised 
by the commutative von Neumann algebra , We may picture a state
as breaking up into a mixture of "momentum eigenstates" as 
I C O  . (The term "observable at infinity" has been introduced by
other authors (Lanford and Ruelle (1969)) with a different meaning.)
(10.13) We now discuss the application of these results to de 
Broglie's paradox (3.3). Let k = ^(f+3 ) be the state vector of
the particle where I k I = I f I = II5 I = I and the states f and j  are
spatially separating. The state of the particle at time t is then 
described by the state on A  . Let A e/xsA then since f and
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g are spatially separating we have by (9.8)
i  <U(ffAV(f> + i-é?t«<Ut5(AUt5>
“ l i t L i ( ^(4f + ^0*3 ) (A )
f 0>®(A) + ^  £^3 (A)
Hence for large time 4 the pure state represented by the state 
vector Uth can be approximated by a mixture of the state vectors 
and Ué j . Now the paradox lies in the assertion in the 
conventional formulation of quantum mechanics that Utk remains a 
pure state at all times and the assertion based on "common sense" that 
when the two parts U*f and Otj are far apart then their 
correlation should be arbitrarily small so that f 4 14 3 should be 
regarded as a mixture as 4-> 0 0. Our present formulation is able to 
reconcile the above conflicting assertions. The de Broglie paradox no 
longer exists in our formulation.
Finally we show that our results are not just valid for free 
evolution groups. By assuming the existence and completeness of the 
positive wave operator we can define states at infinity for many other 
evolution groups V and still retain the asymptotic separability of a
theory based on the C*-algebra A  .
(10.14) Theorem. Let the evolution group U appearing in the 
definition of (9.17) be an arbitrary free evolution
group. Let V be an evolution group in L^ and assume that the wave
operator
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exists and is complete. Let f and g be unit vectors in it' which
are scattering states of V, then we can define states cop and
on A  by
«/(A) = <V*3MV43> (A6 ^ ) .
Moreover Wf and are disjoint if and only if f and g are
spatially separating with respect to V.
Proof. First we show that co/* and are well defined. For
a fixed unit vector f in 4^ let <^ 4 be the state on A  defined
by
Now let JL = U^AUt then
Vf A Vt £« (V) = vT Ut ( U^A Ut ) Vi £oo K  )
— >■ L t o® ) .
Hence Vt AVt £eo(,v) exists and equals w + . Now if f
is a scattering state of V then £«,(V) f - f and we have 
ûÀf"(A) = <VtfUVéf>
= JT„ <f |vfAVt£„(v)f >
= JiL <f
“ if (A) .
It follows that SJf" is a state on A . Now let f and 5  be
scattering states of V then by the above equality it is sufficient
to show that and are disjoint if and only if f and 3
are spatially separating with respect to V . But by (7.2) f and j
are spatially separating with respect to V if and only if W^f and
"HrW+ 3 are spatially separating with respect to U. The result now 
follows from (7.3) and (10.6). I
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To conclude this section we recall from (5.9) that the wave 
operators exist and are complete for a large class of potentials in 
it'. In particular they exist whenever the potential belongs to 
L*(Q) and hence whenever the potential is a local observable.
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11.. TWO PARTICLE SYSTEMS AND THE EINSTEIN, PODOLSKY AND ROSEN PARADOX
We now study the separation of states of a system consisting of 
two distinguishable particles of masses m, and m^. First we fix 
the notation which will be used throughout this section. The Hilbert 
space of the combined system will be taken to be and the free
evolution group U may be written as
Ut = Ut 0  Oi
where O' is a free evolution group in for a particle of
mass m; (  ^~ 1,2). The position and momentum spectral measures in
will be denoted by Q and and those in jl^ C/R") by
Afii and Ep . The positions and momenta of the individual particles
of the combined system will be described by the spectral measures
> E‘x®q, ^ p(s>x , and ^x»p as defined in (2 .6 ).
We now introduce the operator algebras which will be used to
study the combined system and the individual particles. P^(P®P)
will denote the von Neumann algebra on consisting of all
operators of the form where % € and will
denote the von Neumann algebra on consisting of all operators
of the form Jud£p where "zx. € I.‘®(fR'^ ) .
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(11.1) Definitions.
{ A  & mfL^ dR'")) :
M  = M l  f L” (P®P) .»
(I) = {a € B(r(fR'")) : (Ul)^AU^ =
Ad:(a) . { A e BdXR")) : O}^
ajA(i) = Af4f(l) +
ns4(A,) *
Mote that since we have ^ ( 0  ~ so this
algebra is in fact independent of the mass of the particle.
In the last section it was shown that de Broglie's paradox could 
be resolved in an asymptotic sense by assuming that the G*-algebra 
^ ( 0  = described a single quantum particle. We shall now
investigate some properties of the C*-algebra defined above and
then discuss the physical consequences of assuming that describes 
a system of two distinguishable particles. This will enable us to 
tackle the Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen paradox in a similar manner to 
the de Broglie paradox.
(11.2) Theorem.
[1] ojA is a proper C*-subalgebra of 1B(P*‘(IR.*”)).
[2] If A€rtsAf(l) then A®X and Xôfl both belong to aAI/.
[3J If A e ,vA(0 then A®x and x ô a  both belong to .
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Proof » [1] follows from (9.18), (9.20) and the definition of
M  .
[2j: If A then for all f, j e
i t Z  'I (A®i)Ut (f ®3> )1 = ^  II i o l f A  U i  f  IIII (Ut)^ X II
" 'I 3 IS I ( W f A W f  I
o .
It now follows that I uf k I = o for all k in some dense
linear manifold in 1*0%*^ ). Mow let k e l^ (fR^ ") be arbitrary, then 
there is a sequence converging to k with
II uT(A®r)Uthf.|| = o
for all Z' & IN , Let. Uy and u  be defined by
= Ut (A^T)Ut kih and -ui-t) - ur(A<&X)Uik
for all and all r 6 /V . Then
 ^ ^ II ^ II A II 1} ~ k II
—> O (*■•> Û0)
SO Uy converges uniformly to e^. and hence (Al) u^ (A(8)j:)Ut h = O,
Since A is an arbitrary element of A>l(i) this limit also equals 0 
when A is replaced by , Hence .A<S> X . Finally since
aAo(') = (&) we have A 6 (:>.) and X(dA 6 follows from a
similar argument.
[3]: Let A€ /'A(i) then A ~ K-t-y for some k < ap4/(i) and some
y e l“*(P) . Now y  - for some ix 6 I'^ C/R") and it is easily
verified that /®x ~ j^^^pe>p where ve is given by
V ( =c,j/) = -u(x) V j /  6 /%'*.
Hence /®X e Also by [2] we have X® x ^  Ap4<f so
A® %  ^ x e x  + y®  X  Ê t L'^(PStF) = .
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Similarly X ® A  also belongs to . *
It follows from [2] in the last theorem that M  contains all 
observables associated with the individual particles. Since aiA is a 
C*~algebra it therefore contains the G*-algebra generated by these one 
particle observables.
(11.3) Lemma. Let W be a density operator on L*^ (lR*'^ ). Then 
we can define a state ^  on ^4 by
co{A) = Ti^(WUfAu<) ( V A € ^ ) .
If A = X+y where and Y 6 l‘^(P€>P) then
cxj(A) = ly(wy) ^
so in particular co vanishes on If S is a bounded Borel set
in then
(s) ) = o  =: co(E%eQ(5)) .
Proof. The first part of the lemma follows from (10.8). If
is bounded then Eq (s) e asAu where aH*. is the *-subalgebra of
b(j.‘(/r'*)) defined in (8,1). By (9.20) we have Ea(S)  ^'Mf(i) and
now Ege^fs) “ £ffl(s)®x e by (11.2). Hence
CO (£s}®i(S>) = and similarly co (£x<sp<3 (5 )) = o. ■
(11.4) Definition. If W is a density operator on P(/R*'")
then we denote by the state on M  defined in (11.3). If h is
a unit vector in then we shall write for the state
obtained by taking W to be the projection onto the subspace spanned 
by h.
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It follows from (11.3) that in any state of the form the
probability of a position measurement finding either particle in some 
bounded region in is zero. Hence we shall call each Ww a state
at infinity. In such a state both of the particles are at 
"infinity". Since any state at infinity vanishes on we shall
regard the observables in as being the only relevant
observables of the system when it is at infinity. Hermitian elements 
of P) will be called observables at infinity. Disjointness of
states at infinity can be characterised by (1 0 .6 ) which we now rewrite 
in the notation of this section.
(11.5) Theorem. Let f and g be unit vectors in 
then the states and ^ 3 on ap4 are disjoint if and only if there
are disjoint Borel sets R and S in /R*” with
Epgp(R)f = f and ^p^p(S) 3 = g .
Proof. This follows immediately from (10.5) and the fact that n 
is arbitrary throughout section 1 0 . I
When the vectors f and g in (11.5) are "tensor products" of 
elements of we have the following relation between disjointness
and spatial separation.
(11.6) Theorem. Let f, , f^, g, and g^  be unit vectors in 
then the states and are disjoint if and only
if f, and g, are spatially separating with respect to U' or
and g are spatially separating with respect to U^.
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Proof. First suppose and are disjoint. Then by
(11,5) there are disjoint Borel sets R. and S in with
an d  Ep^p(S)(3,®ga) = 9, ® 52. .
Let B, and Bz be Borel sets in >91 " then
•f, ® "fa I Ep0p(B, X 8a )(3i ®
“ ^ (f,®fa ) I Epg,p(B, xBa) EpgipCS) ( g,® ga)
= <( f, a  fA. ) (Rn (B,X Ba)n 5 ) ( 3, @ )
(3 .
Hence for all Borel sets B, and 8 2 in >9^” we have
<( f, I Ep(B, ) )> K.fa I (81 ) 3^  ~ ^ •
Assume that f, and 5 , are not spatially separating then by (7.3) 
and (10.4) we have <(f, lEp(Bi) g,)> # o for some Borel set B, in and
it follows that <(fa / Ep(Ba) ga> = o for all Borel sets Ô2 in . Now
applying (10.4) and (7.3) again we deduce that &  and 5  ^ are
spatially separating.
This completes the proof of the first part of the theorem. To 
prove the converse implication suppose f, and 5 , are spatially 
separating. Then by (7.3) there are disjoint Borel sets B, and Ba 
with
£p(B, )f, = f, and £p(Bz)Si ~ 3> «
Let R - 8, X A"* and s- &axR* then R  and S are disjoint and
Ep@P (&) (f,®fa ) - (£p (8|)f[)® fz = h ® fa. J
£>®p (s) (g,@3i) = (Ep(Ba)3,)®3a = 3»®3%.
Hence and are disjoint by (11.5) and a similar argument
shows that these two states are disjoint if f% and 3 % are 
spatially separating.
■ï
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(11.7) Theorem. Let h = a (f,@-&) + b(g,» g^ ) where f^ , 3 , 
and 3 a are unit vectors in i*(/R’^) and a, 6 a c with
|a|^ +Iki”^ = ). Suppose f, and 3 , are eigenvectors of some element of 
i*(P) corresponding to distinct eigenvalues then the states 
and WâXga disjoint and
Proof. Since f, and 3, are eigenvectors of some element of
Lf*(P) corresponding to distinct eigenvalues there are disjoint Borel 
sets R- and S  with f, = f, and £>{5 )3 , = 3 , . Now R.x and
Sx are disjoint and
£p®p(Rx = f, 0  &
and ( 5 X %"*) ( Si<^ 3o- ) ” 3i ® 3 “^ •
It now follows from (11.5) that and are disjoint and
the last relation in the statement of the theorem is easily verified. I
(11.8) We now discuss the Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen paradox
(3.2) from the viewpoint of an algebraic theory in which M  is taken 
as the C*-algebra of the two particle system. Suppose that at time 
6 = 0  the state vector of the two particle system is
h. = A ( '6 ® fA ) + 8 (g, ® 3 a ) .
Then the state vector at time "6 is given by
Ut k = A Ut (f, ® &  ) -f- 6 Ut ( 3t ®3:t) .
Conventionally in arriving at the Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen paradox 
we imagine a measurement of some observable A® X associated with the 
first system at a time -à when the two particles are far apart. The 
vectors ^ and 3 , are chosen so that f and UÎ ^  are
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eigenvectors of A corresponding to distinct eigenvalues.
We shall assume that the measurement of A takes place after an 
infinite time (in practice a large time) has elapsed (e.g. since we 
defined spatially separating systems in an asymptotic sense (7.6) it 
may take an infinite time for the two particles to separate). Now
after an infinite time has elapsed both particles are at infinity so 
in particular the only relevant observables of the first particle are 
the observables at infinity in and hence we must have
A € It is only possible for a measurement of A® X to
distinguish the two states and 3, (and thereby lead to a
paradox in the usual formulation of quantum mechanics) if f, and
3 , correspond to distinct eigenvalues.
However in our approach if f, and j, correspond to distinct 
eigenvalues of A 6 1“(P) then by (11.7) as t 00 the state 
described by the wave function Ut h. converges to co^ which is a 
mixture of the disjoint states and . Thus in our
algebraic formulation based on the C*-algebra M  the Einstein, 
Podolsky and Rosen paradox may be tackled in a similar asymptotic 
fashion to the de Broglie paradox.
Finally the results of this section may be extended to more 
general evolution groups provided we assume the existence and 
completeness of a suitable wave operator
(11.9) Theorem Let V be an evolution group in such
that the wave operator
vfut
exists and is complete. Then for every scattering state f of V we
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can define a state co^ on a^ 4 by
( V A € ^ )
and for such an f we have
  CO .  ^<X>
W f  -  •
Proof This follows from the first part of the proof of (10.14). I
This result enables us to give a similar resolution to the 
Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen Paradox when the two particles are no 
longer free. A superposition of two coherent state vectors of the 
form considered in the derivation of the paradox will converge to a 
mixture of two disjoint states as ao.
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CHAPTER V. A FURTHER STUDY OF LOCAL OBSERVABLES.
12. A Generalised form of Local Observable.
13. The Algebra of all Local Observables in the Generalised Sense,
14. Generalised Local Observables and Quantum Logic.
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12. A GENERALISED FORM OF LOCAL OBSERVABLES.
In this chapter we shall study a generalisation of the local 
observables of Wan and Jackson (1983) which were discussed in section 
8 . We shall define observables which are localised with respect to a
general spectral measure E defined on the Borel set of for some
fe e iM and whose values are projections in a Hilbert
space ^  . In particular E may be the position spectral measure in 
L^ ( IR^ ) or the position spectral measure of a particle with spin. 
Alternatively if E is a momentum spectral measure then we are
establishing a "localisation" in the momentum space of the system. If 
R  = I then we have a "localisation" in the spectrum of the
observable corresponding to E. We shall concentrate our study on 
some mathematical properties of these generalised local observables; a 
study of the physical aspects is being undertaken by Wan and Jackson.
Let A e IB (at) be Hermitian then we shall say that A is localised 
with respect to E(R) if the following conditions are both satisfied,
[1 ] if the state vector of the system lies in the range of 
E(R) before a measurement of A then it lies in the 
range of E(R) after the measurement,
[2 ] if the state vector of the system lies in the range of 
E(R)^^ before a measurement of A then the state is not 
affected by a measurement of A.
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In the case where E represents the position of a quantum
mechanical system then the interpretation of [1 ] is that if the system
is located inside R before a measurement of A then it remains 
localised in R after the measurement. Also [2] is interpreted as 
meaning that if the system is outside R before the measurement then 
the state is unaffected by the measurement. Physically we can then
interpret r as being related to the size of the measuring instrument 
used to measure A.
To obtain a precise formulation of [1] and [2] we shall assume 
that the change of state during a measurement is described by Rudders'
Rule (1.6). Then if f is the state vector of the system before a
measurement of an observable A then the state vector after the
measurement is given by
• P '  ~  II ÊA(è)f H  ' Ey^(5)f
where E^ is the spectral measure of A and S is the Borel set in 
/R, in which the measured value of A lies.
Combining this formula for the change of state and conditions [1] 
and [2 J above we may give the following definition of an observable 
which is localised with respect to E(R):
(12.1) Definition. Let A be a Hermitian operator on ^  and
let E^ be the spectral measure of A. If R is a Borel set in
then we shall say that A is localised with respect to E(R) if the
following conditions hold for all unit vectors f in (K
k
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[1] if E(R)f = f then for all Borel sets S in /R.
E(R)Ea(S)f = E*(S)f,
[2] if E(R)f = 0 then for all Borel sets S in /R
Et(S)f = l|EA(S)f!!f.
(12.2) Theorem. Let A be a Hermitian operator on with 
spectral measure E^. If A = E(R)XE(R) + al for some X & some
a e C  and some Borel set R in then A is localised with
respect to E(R).
Proof. [1]Î Since E(R) clearly commutes with A it also
commutes with E/,^ (S) for every Borel set S in /R. (see (A4)). Now 
if f £ and E(R)f = f then for every Borel set S in /%. we have 
E(R)EA(S)f = E*(S)E(R)f 
= EA(S)f
so property [1 ] of (1 2 .1 ) holds.
[2]: Let E^Ia} be an abuse of notation for %*({&}) then
E^ia} is the projection onto the subspace {fe^: Af = af } (Dunford 
and Schwartz (1963) p904). If E(R)f = 0 then
Af = E(R)XE(R)f + af == af
and it follows that E(R)^ < E^{a}. To prove property [2] of (12.1) 
let S be a Borel set in R. We consider the cases a 4 S  and a £ S
separately.
(i) Suppose a S and let f 6 with E(R)f = 0. Since a<^S
the projections E^{a} and Ea (S) are orthogonal so
E(R)’^ ^ E^{a} ^ E^(S)"-
giving E^(S) ^ E(R). Hence
llEA(S)f r  < fE(R)fW* = 0
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so E^(S)f = 0. Now we clearly have E^CS)! = 0 = llEA(S)fllf so [2]
holds in this case.
(ii) Suppose a S and let f e SZ with I! f ft = 1 and 
E(R)f = 0. Let s' = S - {a} then E^CS) = E^CS') + E^ia} and
since a 4 S ‘ we have EA(S')f = 0 as in (i) above. Now
EA(S)f = EA(S')f + EA{a}f - Ea{a}f.
But E^la} ^  E(R) and E(R)f =' 0 so E^iaj'^f = 0 giving 
E^iajf = f and hence
EA(S)f = EA(a}f = f.
Since Ilf I = 1 this implies EA(S)f = ||EA (S)fIIf in this case also. I
(12.3) Lemma. Let M be a projection in a Hilbert space H
and let A ^ B(-^ ) and a e ct Then these are equivalent
[ 1 j A = MXM + al for some X 6 >
[2] A = MXM + aM*^  for some X 6 I B m  j
[3] A = MAM + aMt
If A is Hermitian and a e /R. then each of these is also equivalent
to
[4] Af = af for all f in the range of M"^ ,
Proof. ([1]^[2]) This follows from the identity
MXM + al = M(X + aM)M + aM 
([2]=>[3j) If A = MXM + aM*^  then
MAM + aM"^  = M(MXM + aM^)M + aM"^
= MXM + aM-^
= A ,
Since 13]=?>[1] is obvious the first three statements are equivalent 
and we now assume A is Hermitian and a s /R .
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([3J =^ >-[4]) If A =MAM + aM"^  and f e ran(M"^ ) then Mf = 0 and 
Af = aM^f = af.
([4]=^[3J) It follows from [4] that A(M’^f) = a(M"^ f) for all f 
in so AM"^  = aM"** and (taking adjoints) M ’^A = aM"^ . Now 
A = (M + M'")A(M + M^)
= MAM + M"^AM + MAM"  ^+ M'^ AM 
= MAM + aM'^ M + aMM"^  '+ aM^
= MAM + aM*t S
It will now be shown that every observable which is localised 
with respect to E(R) is of the form given in the last theorem. Note 
that the lemma above gives a number of different ways of expressing 
these observables.
(12.4) Theorem. Let A be a Hermitian operator on . Then 
A is localised with respect to E(R) if and only if 
A = E(R)AE(R) + aE(R) for some a e /R..
Proof. If A is of the given form then it follows from
(12.2) and (12.3) that A is localised with respect to E(R).
Conversely suppose that A is localised with respect to E(R). 
Let f be a unit vector in ^  , then we have from the definition
(12.1) that for every Borel set S in /R
[1] E(R)f = f E(R)EA(S)f = E*(S)f
and [2] E(R)f = O => 2^(8)! = llEA(S)fi)f .
From property [1] it follows that if f is a unit vector in the range 
of E(R) then EA(S)f belongs to the range of E(R) so Ea (S)E(R) = 
E(R)Ea (S)E(R). Taking adjoints of each side of this equality we see
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that E(R) commutes with E^CS) and since S is arbitrary E(R)
commutes with A (see (A4)). Hence
A = (E(R) + E(R)-^)A(E(R) + E(R)"^ )
= E(R)AE(R) + AE(R)t 
To complete the proof [2] will be used to show that AE(R)’^ = aE(R)^ 
for some a^ fR,. We recall that Af = af if and only if E^Iajf = f 
(see the proof of (1 2 .2 )).
Let f be a unit vector in the range of E(R)"^ then by [2] 
E&(S)f = llEA(S)fllEA(S)f so (lEA(S)f I € {0,1} for all Borel sets 
S. Fixing such an f and defining by
h(t) = l(EA((-»,t] )f 11^  
it follows that h is increasing, right continuous, and takes the 
values 0 and 1 for suitably large negative and positive t
(Prugovecki (1981) pp235-236), Hence h has a unique discontinuity 
at some point a e IR. and
||EA{a}f !|^ = ljEA((“«>,a])f I - ||Ea ((-«> ,a))f I
= h(a) - lim h(a - 1/n), M->co
=  1
so E;^ {a}f = f and hence Af = af. Now let f and g be non-zero 
vectors in the range of E(R)j then there are constants a,b,c with 
Af = af, Ag = bg, and A(f + g) = c(f + g). If f and g are 
linearly dependent clearly a = b and otherwise
af + bg = A(f + g) - cf + eg 
so a = c = b. It follows that AE(R)"^ = aE(R)'^ as required. 1
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(12.5) Theorem. Let M be a projection on ^  and let (B 
denote the von Neumann algebra Then MIE>M is a C*-subalgebra of
IB and the von Neumann algebra generated by M B M  is 
(MfeM)" = M© M + Cl.
A Hermitian Ae/& belongs to (MIBM)'^  if and only if A = MAM 4- aM"^
for some a e /R.
Proof. The proof that M B  M is a G*-subalgebra is identical
to the proof of (8 .2 ).
To prove (MlBM)' = M(BM +<CM'*' we begin by showing
(MJBM)' = M'^ lB M"^  + C M  (*)
If X = M^XM’^ + aM and Y = MYM then XY = aM = YX and this implies 
M'*'IE> M'*' + CM S (M©*M)' • Conversely suppose X € (MB M)' then X 
commutes with M and so
X = (M + M^)X(M + M-") = MXM + M'^ XM'^ .
Also MXM commutes with MAM for every A £ © so the restriction of 
MXM to ran(M) commutes with every bounded operator on ran(M) and 
it follows that MXM = aM for some aecC. Hence X = M'*'XM + aM so
(MBM) ^ M"*"® M"** + CM and (*) has been verified. Now two
applications of (*) give
A € (MBM) " <M> A € (M""IB M ’^ + CM ) '
<N> A(M‘"XM'^  + aM ) = (M'"XM^+ aM )A (VX«B)(Va<c)
<-> AM^XM"" = M'^ XM'^ A (VXe © )
A 6 (M^BM^)'
4=> A 6 MBM+CM'^'.
Finally the last assertion in the statement of the theorem follows 
from (12.3). g
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Taking M = E(R) we see that the observables which are localised 
with respect to E(R) can be represented by the Hermitian elements of 
the von Neumann algebra (E(R)BE(R)) = E(R)SE(R) + Cl.
When E is the position spectral measure in this is
just the von Neumann algebra generated by the local observables in R 
(in the sense of Wan and Jackson (1983)). In the algebraic approach 
to quantum field theory it is often regarded as convenient from a 
mathematical point of view to replace the C*-algebra of observables 
which can be measured in a region R by the von Neumann algebra they 
generate (see Haag and Kastler (1964) p848). Thus when E is the 
position spectral measure our local observables (although more 
general) can be obtained in a natural way from those of Wan and 
Jackson.
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13. THE ALGEBRA OF ALL LOCAL OBSERVABLES IN THE GENERALISED SENSE.
Throughout this section E will denote a spectral measure on the
Borel sets of whose values are projections on the Hilbert space
. From the last section Hermitian operators of the form 
A = E(R)AE(R) + aE(R)"^ (ae/R, ) represent observables which are 
localised with respect to E(R), We shall say that an element of 
IB(t)ft) is E-local if it is of the above form where R is a bounded
Borel set. In this section we investigate the ^-algebra generated by
all E-local observables and show that in general this ^-algebra is 
not closed and is not dense in IB(^) in the operator norm.
(13.1) Definition. Define (E ) to be the set of all
operators of the form E(R)AE(R) where R is a bounded Borel set in 
IR^  and A € . ,jA%(E) will denote the set of all operators of the
form E(R)AE(R) + aE(R)'^ where R is a bounded Borel set, Ae 
and ae<£. The closures of asAi.Ce) and (E) in the operator norm
will be denoted by aMl(£) and M x (b ) respectively.
When there is no danger of confusion over the spectral measure 
involved we shall just write and to denote these
sets.
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(13.2) Lemma.
[1] Let A € iB(ae) then A € if and only if A = E(R)AE(R) for some
bounded Borel set R.
[2j Let A € ©(^) then these are equivalent
[a] A E /Ax j
[b] A - E(R)AE(R) + aE(R)"^  for some bounded Borel set R 
and some a e <C ;
[c] A = E(R)XE(R) + al for some bounded Borel set R, some 
X 6 and some a e <c j
[d] A - al 6 aMl for some a e <C
Proof. Those assertions which do not follow from (12.3) are
obvious. *
(13.3) Theorem. aj4u and ajAx are irreducible *-subalgebras of 
B(<Je) and the von Neumann algebra generated by each of these
*-subalgebras is equal to . Also
X  ~  i. + d  X
and ^ 3. = Âi. -f- (C X .
Proof. The proof that Ai, is an irreducible *-subalgebra of
and that B(ae) is the von Neumann algebra generated by is
obtained by replacing E ^  by E in the relevant parts of the proofs 
of (8.3) and (8,5). The corresponding assertions for A x  follow from 
the identity A x  - Au, + X X  which is a consequence of [2 ] in the 
lemma. The identity A x  “ Ai,f'<LX follows from A x  — /v4+ <C% and 
the fact that atAu+'XX is closed (e.g. Berberian (1974) p90). I
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The properties of the *-algebras Ax, and a;4x are closely 
related to the spectrum of the spectral measure E (see (A6 ) for the 
definition and basic properties of the spectrum of a spectral 
measure). We shall call a spectral measure compact if its spectrum is 
compact.
(13.4) Lemma. Suppose E is not a compact spectral measure on
the Borel sets of . Then the spectrum of E is the union of a
disjoint sequence Sf. of bounded Borel sets such that for each
[13 E(S») 4 0,
[2 J lies outside a closed ball of radius centred
at the origin in
Proof. Let A be the spectrum of E then E(A) = I (A6 )
and by hypothesis A is not compact. Define
Aj -  ^ : j-i <j'] (Vj’e^N).
Then for any subset 8 of IR^ , Sn Aj is a disjoint sequence of 
bounded Borel sets with union S.
Let Rj - An Aj, If E(R;) f 0 for only finitely many j then
E(A) = E(R) for some bounded R and hence
I = E(A) = E(R) ^ E(R)
where R is the closure of R. Now A ^ ft so A  is bounded which is
a contradiction. Hence we may form the subsequence Rj^ (a ê/a/ ) 
consisting of those Rj for which E(Rj) 0, Let D be the union 
of all those Rj with E(Rj) = 0 and define
5/. -  u ( D/, Af.) .
Then Sy- is a sequence with the required properties. *
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(13.5) Theorem. These are equivalent :
[1] E is a compact spectral measure;
[2 ] aMl = a?A X ;
[3] /oAu = lB(w.) •
[43
[5] Au, is closed in B(<k) ;
[6 ] M x is closed in
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the Implications in the
following diagram:
(1 ] ^ [ 3 ]
[5]
[6 ] 4 = = =  14]
All those lying on or below the diagonal are either obvious or follow 
immediately from A x  - <vMi.+ <Ci and (13.3) so we prove
the remaining three.
([1]=^[2]) Suppose E is compact then the spectrum A of E
is a bounded Borel set with E(A) = I. Hence I ^  so
Ai_+<cx = Al, and [2 ] follows.
([2] ^ [3]) If A l - A x  then 1 ^  A l which implies I = E(R)
for some bounded R and now
IBlàC) = E(R) IBO^)E(R) s A l
(16]=^[1]) We assume E is not compact and show that Ax. is not
closed. Let S>l be a disjoint sequence of bounded Borel set
satisfying properties [1] and [2] of the lemma. Now the partial sums
of the series %  ZC*'E{Sa.f) belong to Ai, and since this series is
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clearly absolutely convergent in B(^) it converges to an element A 
of A u »  Clearly A ^  C Z  - A x  and we show by contradiction that
A 4 A x ..
Suppose A does belong to A x  then A = E(R)AE(R) + aE(R)*^ for 
some bounded Borel set R and some a € aC so
It follows from property 2 of the lemma that = $6 for some j
so multiplying each side of the above equality by E(5xjV«) and using
the fact that S^ . is a disjoint sequence we have
o  ~  a-ECSajV/)
and it follows from property [1] of the lemma that au = o Hence for 
all f in <)€.
X~'^£(S3f.)P = H  Sx^) f .
Now by property [2] of the lemma R n for some leN and by
[l]of the lemma there is a non-zero vector f in the range of 
E(Sai ). For such an f the last identity gives
Z  P = o
which is a contradiction since We conclude that As A:,:-A:
so A x  is not closed. •
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14. GENERALISED LOCAL OBSERVABLES AND QUANTUM LOGIC.
In this section we shall study some properties of projections in
the *-algebras M x  and defined in (13.1). We shall assume that
these *-algebras are defined with respect to a fixed spectral measure 
E defined on the Borel set of for some ks-JN and whose values
are projections in the Hilbert space .
In the quantum logic approach to quantum mechanics it is usually 
assumed that the propositions associated with a physical system form 
an orthocomplemented partially ordered set usually possessing some 
additional structure. Physically a proposition may be interpreted as
an observable which only gives the values 0 or 1 whenever it is
measured. For further details and a bibliography of this subject we 
refer the reader to the review article Creechie and Cudder (1973),
In Jauch and Piron's formulation of quantum logic it is possible 
to deduce the existence of a Hilbert space describing the system from 
the axioms for the prepositional system. The propositions may then be 
identified with the orthomodular lattice of projections on this 
Hilbert space. For further details and a precise statement of this 
result see Piron (1976) or Creechie and Cudder (1973),
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We now show that the projections in the ^-algebra A x  form an 
orthomodular lattice satisfying all but one of Piron's axioms for a 
prepositional system (Piron (1976)) namely the completeness property. 
First we review some definitions.
An orthomodular lattice is a bounded lattice i  (with supi. and 
infL. to be denoted by I and 0 respectively) together with a 
mapping M '—  ^M ^  from ^  to ^  such that
11] = M for all M e JL,
[2 ] if M,NeL with M ^ N  then
[3] Mv = I for all M e Ü,
[4] if M,N 6 ^  with M N  then Mv(NaM"^) = N.
(Property [4] is called the orthomodular law.)
Two elements M and N of an orthomodular lattice L are said
to be compatible if the sublattice generated by is
distributive. An orthomodular lattice may be called irreducible 
if the only elements compatible with every element of ^ are 0 and 
I. An element A of an orthomodular lattice ^  is called an atom 
if there are no elements M of i- with 0 c M A. 3L is said to 
be atomic if for all M & with M f 0 there is an atom A 
with A ^ M. Finally an orthomodular lattice 'i- is said to satisfy 
the covering law if whenever A is an atom in i~ with M a A = 0  for 
all MEL. then there are no elements N of L with M < N < MvA,
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Physically M represents the negation of the proposition M. 
For a discussion of the physical motivation behind the above 
definitions see Piron (1976). A detailed discussion of the atomicity 
property and the covering law will be found in Jauch and Piron 
(1979).
We shall denote the lattice of all projections in the Hilbert 
space «X. by . Since the projections in aMx. and all belong
to they inherit a partial ordering from and we shall
assume that they are ordered in this way throughout this section. Our 
theorem exhibits some properties of these partially ordered sets of 
projections.
(14.1) Lemma. E is a compact spectral measure if and only if
I G
Proof. Let S be the spectrum of E then E(S) = I (see
(A6 )). If X e then I = E(R)IE(R) for some bounded Borel set
R. Now E(R) = I where R is the closure of R so S s R and 
hence S is bounded and it follows that E is compact. Conversely 
suppose E is compact then S is bounded so E(S) e and hence
X € . I
(14.2) Lemma. Let A e ®(<Je) then A ^  if and only if there
is a sequence B y. of bounded Borel sets in ^ with
E ( B f ) A E ( B f )  — >  A in the operator norm.
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Proof. The proof is Identical to an argument used in the
proof of (8.7). *
(14.3) Theorem. [1] The projections in <^i are an irreducible
atomic orthomodular sublattice of 6 (Je) in which 
the covering law holds. If E is not a compact 
spectral measure then this lattice is not complete.
[2] If E is not a compact spectral measure then the 
projections in are not a complete lattice.
Proof♦ It is easily verified that a projection M belongs to aAx if
and only if M  ^ or M^e aj4u (since ). A similar
property holds for projections in ~
[1] Let M and N be projections in /vMi If M e  aÀ u then
M = E(R)ME(R) for some bounded Borel set R and now
MaN ^ M ^ E(R)
which implies MaN = E(R)(MaN)E(R) so MaN cas4l. Hence if one of M,N
belongs to we have M aN e as4i. Now suppose neither M nor N
belong to then M"** and N'^  belong to aM l so there are bounded
Borel sets R and S with
M"^  = E(R)M^E(R) and N"^  = E(S)N^E(S).
This implies M^ < E(R) and N"^  ^  E(S) so
M'^ v N"^  = E(R)vH(s) = E(RuS),
giving
m \ n ‘^ = E(RuS)(M^N^)E(RuS).
Since RuS is bounded we have M\ N a n d  now by de Morgan's
law (Blyth and Janowitz (1972) pl62)
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MaN = I - M^ v N^ 6 .
We have now shown that MaN belongs to whenever M and N
belong to Mx. If M and N belong to aA x.
then this property together with de Morgan's law implies that 
MvN = I - M^ a N^ also belongs to Thus the projections in are
a sublattice of
Next we show that the projection lattice of is irreducible
i.e. 0 and I are the only projections in <94% which are comnatible with 
every projection Me . Since compatibility of projections is
equivalent to commutativity (Piron (1976) p42) this follows from the 
fact that aM x = <C X  (since asAx is irreducible by (13.3)).
We now show that the projection lattice of A^x. is atomic. Let 
M be a non-zero projection in ajAj. If M /Au let f be a unit
vector in the range of M and let Pf be the projection onto the
subspace spanned by f. Then
Pf < M = E(R)ME(R) ^ E(R)
for some bounded Borel set R and now Pf is clearly an atom.
If M 1 then M so M"^  = E(R)M^E(R) for some bounded
Borel set R. Let S be a bounded Borel set with RoS = <f> and
E(S) 0 (if no such S exists then the spectrum of E must be a
subset of R so = IB(<>e) by (13.5) and in this case the projection
lattice of is clearly atomic). Now (by considering a unit vector
in the range of E(S)) there is a one-dimensional projection A with
A « E(S) ^ E(R)"^ < M .
It follows that A is an atom in the projection lattice of Mx. with
A < M. Hence the projection lattice of Ax is atomic. ■
It is easily checked that every atom in aMx is a one-dimensional 
projection and the covering law in the projection lattice of Ax. now
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follows from the covering law in . The orthomodular law in the
projection lattice of A x  follows from the orthomodular law in
To complete the proof of [ 1 j we show that the projections in 
are not a complete lattice when the spectral measure E is not 
compact. Suppose that the spectrum A of E is not compact then by
(13.4) A is the union of a disjoint sequence Syu of bounded Borel 
sets such that for each ^6 /N , E(Sf) f 0 and Sy, lies outside a 
closed ball of radius r--1 centred at the origin. We shall show that 
the set iE(SaiA.,) f A€/n} has no supremum in the projection lattice 
of ajAj: . By way of contradiction suppose that M € A x  is a supremum 
for this set. Note that £(Si*.)'*' is an upper bound for the above set 
for every i^ e/M so taking an infimum in fP(Je) we have 
M  $ E(5 a^ ) = £ (s, u S3 u.... ) ,
But M is an upper bound for {E(S;*^ _, ); Aéw} in so
M E( S) u S3 u —  ). Hence M = E(S, u S3 u   ) so E(S, u S3 w  )
belongs to A x  . Now we must have E(S,(/S3 u —  ) e M u  or 
E(SafS4 ü  ) = E(S,u5 3 v )"^ e Suppose £ (s,o s-^ u & Ai, then
jE(s,uS3 U... ) =  ÆlR)£(5,uS30 BiR.)
~ £(/?/)(S, C/S3 C<,„) )
= £( ^ 5
for some bounded Borel set R. Now since R is bounded and each 
lies outside a ball of radius we have R n  = $6 for some J,
Since £(S-y'ai) o  we can choose a non-zero vector f in the range 
of £{s^~\ ) and now
f =
~ £(5|uS'so>,...)'p
and since the sequence Sy. is disjoint this implies
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f  =  E  ( R  o ) f -  O
which is a contradiction since f was chosen to be non-zero. If 
e( Sau 54- -) 6 /iMu then we arrive at a contradiction in a similar 
way. Hence the assumption that the set ): AfW} has a
supremum in the projection lattice of leads to a contradiction so
this lattice is not complete.
[2] We now show that the projections in Ax. do not form a
complete lattice. As in the proof of [1] we can find a sequence Sy.
of disjoint Borel sets in such that for each V'^ £ (Sf)
lies outside a ball of radius a-i centred at the origin and the set 
5;*^., ) ■ A 6 /A/] has no supremum in A x .  By way of contradiction 
suppose that M t  A x  is a supremum for this set, then as in the proof
of [1 ] we must have M  - e(s,u c... ) it follows that £(s,os^ o... ^  € aA l or
£(S4uS4.*'-..)  ^A l . If E(Siu5tu-.)eAs4i. then by (14.2) there is a sequence l?*- of 
bounded Borel sets with
E ( R ^ ) E ( S ,u 5 ,u . . .  )E (R^)  — ^ E ( 5 , u 5 3 u . . .  )
in the operator norm. Now
£■( R/-) E  ( S| u Sa t-* - - - ^ E  ( ) = H ( Rt^ ^  (S| c/5au ,
It follows from the properties of Sy. that this sequence is not 
eventually constant and so does not converge in the operator norm 
giving a contradiction. If £{Sa<> S4. o.... ) belongs to A l then we
arrive at a contradiction in a similar way. Hence the projections in
A x  are not a complete lattice.
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15. CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECTS.
We have shown that an algebraic formulation of quantum mechanics 
is possible in which the non-locality problems associated with the
Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen paradox and the de Broglie paradox do not 
arise at large distances. At small distances the formulation 
possesses the usual non-locality property. In our approach once the 
system reaches ’’infinity" the only relevant observables form a 
commutative algebra so the properties of a system at infinity are 
classical.
This is only an approximation to the situation which arises in
practice where quantum mechanical particles may be regarded as widely 
separated when they are only a few metres apart.
The formulation we have presented is not meant to be a rigid and 
final structure. There is room for much further development in our 
approach. A few ideas for future research are listed below.
It would be of interest on the one hand to determine the largest 
asymptotic algebra on for which spatially separating coherent
states become disjoint in an infinite time limit and on the other hand
to find the smallest algebra having this property and which also
contains all local observables.
"3
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We have restricted our attention in this work to particles 
without spin. For a system with spin one may give similar definitions 
of spatially separating states and spatially separating systems. In
this case the approximate localisation of the system at large time as
described in (6.1) and (6.2) is easily generalised. For a particle 
with spin the Hilbert space may be realised as a tensor product of
with a finite dimensional Hilbert space. The result of (6.1) 
can then be extended by a similar argument to that used in the proof 
of (7.4). We can then relate spatial separation and disjoint momentum 
values as in (7.3). Since the only measurements performed in deriving 
the de Broglie paradox are position measurements the inclusion of spin 
does not affect our result that spatially separating coherent states 
become disjoint in an infinite time limit. For a single particle 
there is no difficulty in admitting spin operators as observables at 
infinity.
The extension of the present formalism to a two particle system 
with spin seems to be a much more difficult problem. One difficulty 
here is related to the fact that (unlike the de Broglie paradox) the 
Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen paradox may be derived entirely by 
considering spin measurements performed on distant particles. (Bohm (1951) 
pp611-623, Selleri and Tarozzi (1980) pp8 -ll). Initial investigations 
show that by taking the C*-algebra of the combined system to be the 
C*-algebra generated by all one particle observables our approach will 
not lead to an asymptotic resolution of the Einstein, Podolsky and 
Rosen paradox. It is hoped that an investigation of the precise 
relationship between one and two particle observables at infinity will
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enable us to resolve this difficulty. We conjecture that a more 
general formulation in terms of quantum logic will enable us to give a 
satisfactory inclusion of spin in our theory.
In conclusion we have presented an axiomatic approach to quantum 
theory which for many simple systems provides an asymptotic resolution 
of the paradoxes associated with non-locality. Although we have 
restricted the set of operators admitted as observables we still have 
sufficient observables to approximate any of the usual quantum 
mechanical observables. Finally work is continuing which we hope will 
extend our approach to more general systems.
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APPENDIX.
Al. Swopping of Limits.
A2. A Lemma on Strong Convergence.
A3. A Theorem of J.D. Do Hard.
A4. Commutativity.
A5. States on Irreducible Operator Algebras 
A 6 . The Spectrum of a Spectral Measure.
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(Al). SWOPPING OF LIMITS.
Let VLf. be a sequence of bounded functions from ^ to some
metric space M. If the sequence Uy converges uniformly to u and 
u»(t) exists then u(t) exists and these two limits are
equal.
Proof.
and
Vy(-t) =
v( t )
Ua ( '/t )
JL
é > o
t  ~  o
then
letting d be the metric on M we have —> o , Define
functions Vy and V from [O,») to M by
then each Vy is continuous at 0 and
t > / o  d (w(6), V(t)) = wax [ d (wy ('/*)/««>) y d ( Ày, A ) j
 ^ /)7ax { /g^ d (^y(tb w{é))^ d(A,, L) ?
—> O ( y -» 03 )
since converges uniformly to "w. and Hence Vy
converges uniformly to v so v is continuous at 0 (e.g. Sutherland 
(1975) pl21) and the result follows.
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(A2). A LEMMA ON STRONG CONVERGENCE.
Let and be Hilbert spaces and let Ay and By be
sequences in and respectively. If converges strongly
to A in and By converges strongly to B in then
Ay® By converges strongly to A ® B .
Proof. It follows from the uniform boundedness principle that
the sequence At- is bounded (Weldmann (1980) p75). Suppose Ay
converges strongly to 0 in /B(«Ki) then since
/I (Ayôl)-f»^ (I = II Ayf IIII 5(1 o 
it follows that (Ay ®z) k c> for all h in some dense linear 
manifold in ^^&^^.Now let k € be arbitrary then there is a
sequence k/, converging to h. with
^  =■ o (v&fw).
Define « (Ay®%)k^ and = (Ay®%) k then
II «*('■) - II -  I lMf®J) (k k -k ) l l
— k I! hfe - h II
where k is a bound for the sequence A t. Hence converges
uniformly to % so by (Al) (Ay®z) A = o , Now suppose Ay converges
strongly to A then replacing Ay by Ay-A in the above we deduce 
that Ay®z -> A®x strongly. Similarly I ® By converges strongly to 
x®By and multiplying gives Ay®By ->• A® 8. strongly (Weidmann (1980)
p80).
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(A3). A THEOREM OF J.D. DOLLARD.
IIn this appendix we rewrite a theorem of Dollard (Dollard 1969) 
in a notation which will be useful for some of our applications.
(A3.1) Lemma. For each ae/R. the formula 
( W  )(%) = (a*) f 6
defines an operator in the Hilbert space i^ (#f*) . If a.t-o 
then is unitary and = D,/<t .
Proof. Suppose a A o then the mapping zc <xac is a
coordinate transformation on having Jacobian determinant . It
follows from the transformation formula for multiple Lebesgue
integrals (Apostol (1974) pp416-421) that if then
Daf  ^ and Ilf 11^ = ilDaf . It is now clear that Da is an
i some try and that b o .  is invertible with bj = b./^  and it follows
•Ithat D a  is unitary. I
(A3.2) Let £» be the unitary operator in defined by
(F.fX^) = da:
for f ^  i^ (%'’) and and extended by continuity to
. Also let F  denote the Fourier transform in defined
in (2.2). Then clearly the operators F and ùf, coincide on a
dense linear manifold and hence are equal.
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(A3.3) Lemma. For t i= o define an operator Ct in /.’■(/S")
by
for all fel^ (/R") and all sc 6 IR " where F<> is the operator defined 
in (A3.2). Let V be the free particle evolution group in 
for a particle of mass m  them
exp (a-fty
llUtf - II ' O Vf € l’-(iH-) .and i-y±
Proof. This is just a rearrangement of a result of Dollard
(Dollard (1969)) (and which may be found in the textbook Amrein, Jauch
and Sinha (1977)) to include the constants and m. which the
latter authors take to be 1 and 1 / 2 respectively. Define 
Ui -  FJ' exp ( - i t  Q*) Fo
then F)f is the vector Amrein, Jauch and Sinha denote by f and 
ol is the operator these authors denote by Ut (Amrein, Jauch and 
Sinha (1977) pp42-3, pll8 ). The operator Ct defined in the
statement of the lemma coincides with that defined in Amrein, Jauch
and Sinha (1977) (pl20, pl23) so the equalities (3.47) and (3.48) on
page 123 of this reference may be written as
Ut “ C* exp ( )  C^)
II Ul'f - II = o  ( * * )
Now the free particle evolution group for a particle of mass M. is 
given by
Ut = exp (
Ut =
= &-'D*exp(^Q")b'%a
FJ' exp ( ^  Fo
so
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and the results stated in the lemma follow on replacing t by iiilxm 'P 
in (^) and (**). 1
(A3.4) Corollary. For é o let c/ be the operator in 
given by
c; = e x p ( - ^ ) D . M « * p ( â f ) / = -
where F  is the Fourier transform and is the operator defined
in (A3.1). If U is the free particle evolution group for a particle 
of mass m  then
0, = C:
and II U t f  -  c / f  II = o
for all f in
Proof. By (A3.1) and (A3,2) the operator Q  in (A3.3) may
be written as
) axf ( D;i D,, F 
~ dap ( axp ( ) 0ii/2i F
= e x p ( - ^ )  On/,* exp( 4 F )  F
so
exp ( ) F
=
and the result now follows from (A3.3).
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(A4) COMMUTATIVITY.
Let E be a self-adjoint operator in a Hilbert space ^  and let 
A e then these are equivalent
11] AH £HA;
[2] A commutes with all the spectral projections of H;
[3] A commutes with u(H) for every bounded Borel function 
u: I R c  ;
[4] A commutes with exp(itH) for every te/R.
Outline of Proof. First let C e be unitary. It follows
from the spectral theorem for bounded normal operators and Halmos 
(1957) (theorem 4 on p61, theorem 2 on p65) that AC = AC if and only 
if A commutes with the spectral projections of C. Now let H be a 
self-adjoint operator in ^  .
([1] “>[2]) Let C == (H - iI)(H + il) * be the Cayley transform 
of H, where (H + il)~' « and dom(H - il) = ran(H + II) '.
Assuming [1] a simple calculation shows that AC - CA and since C
is unitary we have (from the initial remarks) that A commutes with
the spectral projections of C. But the set of all spectral
projections of H coincides with the set of all spectral projections 
of C and [2] follows. For further details of the relationship 
between C and H see e.g. Rudin (1973) (pp338-340, pp348-349).
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The implication [2] “>[3] follows from Halmos (1957) (theorem 4 
on pbl) while [3] =>[4] is obvious.
([4] [1]) The domain of H is given by
dom(H) = {fcdt : 11m ^(exp(-itH) - I)f exists} 
and we have
Hf = l±m :^(exp(-itH) - I)f 
for all f 6 dom(H) (Weidmann (1980) pp220-221). It is easily verified 
that if A commutes with every operator exp(-itH) then AHf = HAf 
for all f in dom(H) so HA s AH.
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(A5). STATES ON IRREDUCIBLE OPERATOR ALGEBRAS.
Let A  be an irreducible C*-algebra of operators on a Hilbert 
space ^  and let f be a unit vector in ài . Define a state cu on 
A  by
CO (A) = <f |Af> for all A e .
Let i: be the inclusion defined by i(A) =A for all
A  then
[1 ] ( (K ,i) is unitarily equivalent to the canonical cyclic 
representation associated with co ,
[2 ] a? is pure,
[3] if g e Je is such that (A) = <glAg> for all A e aM
then g = af for some a ^  .
Proof [IJ: Since A  is irreducible f is a cyclic vector for
A  and the result follows from the uniqueness property of the
canonical cyclic representation (Bratteli and Robinson (1979) 
p47,p56).
[2J: By [IJ the canonical cyclic representation associated with
CO is irreducible so is pure (Bratteli and Robinson (1979) p57).
[3]: see Dixmier (1977) p45.
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(A6 ). THE SPECTRUM OF A SPECTRAL MEASURE,
Our definitions are all taken from Halmos (1957) sections 38 and 
39. The resolvent of a spectral measure E defined on the Borel sets 
of is defined to be the union of all open sets U for which
E(U) = 0. The spectrum of E is defined to be the complement of the 
resolvent of E in . E is said to be compact if its spectrum is 
compact.
Theorem. Let E be a spectral measure on the Borel sets of /R.^ 
and let S be the spectrum of E then
[1] S is the intersection of all closed sets C for which
E(C) = I,
[2] E is compact if and only if S is bounded,
[3] E(S) = I.
Proof. [1] follows from one of de Morgan's laws and [2] is a
consequence of the Heine-Borel theorem and its converse (for subspaces 
of IR.^ ) since S is clearly closed.
Since every measure on the Borel sets of is regular (Halmos
(1950) 51 p220,228) it follows that E is regular (Halmos (1957)
p63) and [3] now follows from Halmos (1957) (theorem 1 on p62).
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